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Abstract
Software product lines (SPLs) are a set of similar software products that are developed in a coordinated manner, sharing commonalities. Software product line engineering (SPLE) aims to better
manage SPLs through the use of both source code artifacts and a variability model (VM) that
describes legal configurations of the source code artifacts. Current approaches lack support for
recommending, structuring, and evolving features in SPLE, requiring manual intervention that can
result in the introduction of severe inconsistencies and flaws.
We propose two approaches to address these issues: (1) a recommendation system for software
engineering (RSSE), called FFRE, to support the extraction, maintenance, and categorization of
VMs; and (2) an approach for change impact analysis that assists in identifying the prone artifacts
in SPLs, identifying dependencies through analysis of code artifacts, variability model, and source
code history.
We evaluate our approaches through five studies. (1) We evaluate FFRE qualitatively from four
SRS documents and compare it against other tools and approaches. (2) We study the unanticipated
evolution of a software product family, implemented both as separate products and in delta-oriented
programming (DOP), comparing the ease of change within the two versions through quantitative
measurements and qualitative observations. (3) We compare six different configurations of our
CIA approach (reified in the tool CIAHelper) and one based on an existing tool by performing
seven case studies on three different SPLs developed using DOP. (4) We evaluate CIAHelper in
supporting semi-automated RTE such that the initial set of changes could either occur in the model
or in the code artifacts. (5) We conduct a controlled experiment where software developers were
given change requests to estimate using either CIAHelper or a manual approach.
By providing SPL developers and practitioners with semi-automated support to identify, structure, and evolve features, we can provide better understanding of the implications of proposed
changes that affect features’ evolution in SPLs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software systems are designed to be long lasting; however, they need to evolve over time to adapt
to changes in users’ requirements; this is known as software evolution. Software evolution is
complicated by the fact that different stakeholders have different requirements for a given software
system, and those requirements may conflict. Therefore, to avoid disappointing some of their
stakeholders, software product lines (SPLs) can be utilized as they provide a supposedly effective
and efficient way to manage multiple products that share commonalities compared to managing
them separately. Software product line engineering (SPLE) is a solution that manages variabilities
in an SPL, aiming to develop a family of software products in shorter time and with higher quality
[Pohl et al., 2005]. However, evolution in SPLE is more complicated than evolution in single
products, as it is hard to break down the features into commonalities and variabilities without
negatively impacting, or even worse, breaking the functionalities in the products in an SPL.
An SPL leverages a set of features that reflect the functionalities that are visible to its stakeholders [Schulze et al., 2013]. SPLE is divided into two main processes, domain engineering (DE)
and application engineering (AE). DE is a process of developing artifacts that will be reused later
in the application engineering process [Pohl et al., 2005]. The main activity in the DE problem
space is domain analysis which targets modelling the variability based on provided domain knowledge (including stakeholder requirements, requests, and their views on the final products). The DE
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solution space is the actual implementation of the reusable artifacts (which includes their design,
coding, validation, and verification) [Apel et al., 2013], while AE uses the previously developed
artifacts during the DE process and deliver a final product to the end users. For the problem space
in AE, requirements analysis is one of the main activities, and it is responsible for the selection of
features to be included in the final product. Those selected features are integrated together during
the product derivation activity in the solution space of AE.
In this thesis, we address the general research question of what characteristics an SPL implementation should have in order to support SPLE evolution. Note that extracting, managing,
and evolving features—from the perspective of either the requirements or the implementation—is
complicated in the following aspects: (1) manual techniques used for identifying and extracting
the features from the requirements document and adding them to the SPL are complex and errorprone; (2) planning and executing feature changes in SPLs might affect all the products in the
product family; and (3) the absence of robust traceability links between the features and the code
artifacts makes it harder to keep the models and code artifacts synchronized. We define more
specific questions later in the thesis.

1.1

Features

A feature is used to define the functionalities that a system can perform, and within a product family
could consist of commonalities or variabilities. It is defined by the IEEE [2008] as a “distinguishing
characteristic of a system item, [including] both functional and non[-]functional attributes”. It
satisfies one or more requirements provided by the stakeholders.
Variability modelling (VM) is used to manage features in an SPL, consisting of two spaces: the
problem space and the solution space [Kang and Lee, 2013]. For the problem space, variabilities
reside in the goals/objectives, usage context, and quality attributes. However, in the solution space,
variabilities can be found in the capabilities, operating environment, and design features.
Different techniques, such as feature models (FMs) and decision models (DMs), can be used
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to model variabilities [Kang and Lee, 2013]. FMs specify the different features that a family of
systems can have and the relationships between these features [Benavides et al., 2010; Apel et al.,
2013]. An FM can be represented in a hierarchical tree format which facilitates the decomposition
of features into more detailed ones as you move down the tree. It is efficient in showing valid
configurations selected from a set of related features. There are different feature types that can
exist in an FM: (1) mandatory features are the ones that must exist in the final product; (2) optional
features can be either included or excluded; (3) alternative (XOR) features cannot exist at the same
time in the same final product; and (4) ORed features can either all be included or just a subset of
them. The constraints among features in an FM could arise from other features’ relationships.
As the features and products grow over time, it becomes harder to manage the features’ evolution, from feature identification to implementation and integration with the SPL. To understand the
impact of a proposed change on an SPL, change impact analysis (CIA) can be utilized to identify
the artifacts prone to a change [Bohner, 1996]. In addition, it can be used to assist in round trip
engineering (RTE) where changes propagate back and forth from the models to code artifacts and
vice versa. CIA and RTE in SPLs are complicated by the presence of features that could exist in
multiple products; changing such a feature could affect multiple products, potentially resulting in
the introduction of severe inconsistencies and flaws.

1.2

Change impact analysis

Change impact analysis (CIA) is a common technique used to understand, predict, and control the
impact of a proposed change on a software system [Arnold, 1996]. Changes could affect other
places either directly or indirectly resulting in “ripple effects” wherein initial changes result in
additional, subsequent changes in the software system [Wilkerson, 2012]. It is defined by the
IEEE [2010] as the “identification of all system and software products that a change request affects
and development of an estimate of the resources needed to accomplish the change”. In SPLE,
changes can affect multiple features and products at the modelling level (FMs, DMs, etc.), within
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code artifacts (source code, test suites, etc.), or within documentation.

1.3

Round-trip engineering

For better management of the variabilities and commonalities within SPLs, variability models and
their underlying code need a robust mechanism for their synchronization. This concept has been
introduced before under the term round-trip engineering (RTE) [Raschke et al., 2014]. RTE refers
to the need to reflect changes carried out on one of the artifacts within another and vice versa. For
example, if changes are applied to a model, the underlying code is modified to reflect that change,
and vice versa.

1.4

Delta-oriented programming

Delta-oriented programming is a composition-based implementation approach [Schaefer et al.,
2010; Schaefer and Damiani, 2010; Winkelmann et al., 2016] that aims to maximize reuse and
minimize coupling between features. We studied and compared the composition-based techniques
together before deciding with moving forward with DOP because it is more flexible in adding
deltas that could contain instructions for adding, deleting or modifying classes, fields, or methods
better than the other approaches we studied (details about the comparison is discussed in more
details in Chapter 7). DOP takes as input an SPL file (representing the variability model) and one
or more deltas (representing the source code and edits thereon), as illustrated in the UML diagram
of Figure 1.1; the output is one or more generated products. Figure 1.2 shows a sample DOP
context, where the SPL file is on the left, deltas in the middle, and the generated products on the
right.
The SPL file is subdivided into five sections: Deltas, declaring one or more named deltas;
Features, declaring one or more named features; Constraints, specifying constraints on valid configurations of features, e.g., features whose presence is mandatory or features that cannot co-exist
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DOP SPL

Delta file

SPL file

Delta
definition

Constraint
specification
Feature
declaration

Delta
declaration

Feature-todeltas
mapping
(partition)

Class edit

Product
declaration

Class

Figure 1.1: UML structure diagram representing key entities and relationships for DOP. (Repeated
and detailed in Chapter 4.)

SPL VMS {
Features = { Coin, Cents, Parser }
Deltas = { dCoin, dParser, dCents, dCoin3 }
Constraints = { … }
Partitions = {
{dCoin} when {Coin};
{dParser} when {Parser};
{dCents, dCoin3} when {Cents};
}
Products = {
Product1 = {Coin, Parser};
Product3 = {Cents, Coin, Parser};
}
}
SPL file

delta dCoin3 {
modifies Coin {
removes value;
adds private Cents value;
removes Coin(int value);
adds public Coin(Cents value) { … }
removes getValue();
adds public Cents getValue() { … }
}
}

delta dCoin {
adds {
public class Coin {
private int value;
public Coin(int value { … }
public int getValue() { …}
}
}
}

delta dCents {
adds {
public class Cents {
private int quantity;
public Cents(int quantity) { … }
public int getQuantity() { … }
}
}
}

delta dParser {
adds {
public class Parser {
private void announceInsert
(int vmIndex, Coin coin) { … }
public final void insert() { … }
}
}
}

delta dParser3 {
modifies Parser {
removes insert();
adds public final void insert()
{…}
}

Generated
Products

<<generates>>

Product1

<<generates>>

Product3

Delta files

Figure 1.2: A motivational DOP example. Many details are elided for simplicity.
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in a product; Partitions, specifying mappings from each feature to one or more deltas; and Products, both declaring named products and the features that are to be combined in generating each.
In addition to the declarations of deltas in the SPL file, each delta must be defined in a separate
delta file. The name of the file corresponds to the delta defined therein, which must also correspond
to a delta declaration in the SPL file. Each delta definition specifies an “edit” to make on one or
more classes, which can be to add a new class, to remove an existing class, or to modify the class
members within an existing class (i.e., add, modify, or remove them). Within the body of addedits resides normal Java source code that includes references to other classes and their members
(methods, fields, etc.).

1.5

Motivation

We present a simple scenario that illustrates the non-trivial problems—i.e., complexity and errorproneness—that arise by attempting to manually perform feature extraction from requirements and
applying change impact analysis in an SPL implemented in DOP.
Consider the example SPL illustrated in Figure 1.2. This SPL supports several products related
to a vending machine simulator (VMS), although only two of these are illustrated here: Product1
and Product3. The SPL file for the VMS shows declarations for three features: Coin, Cents, and
Parser,

which respectively deal with adding: basic support for coins; more specialized support for

coins that accounts fractions (i.e. quarters); and support for parsing scripted input used for testing.
Identifying the features and their relationships from the requirements for a small product line would
be manageable; however, dealing with more features will require some automated assistance to
identify, analyze, integrate, and maintain.
Moving forward with the implementation, the Coin feature consists of the dCoin delta; Cents
consists of both the dCents and dCoin3 deltas; and Parser consists of only the dParser delta. Two
products are declared: Product1 and Product3, consisting of the features Coin and Parser; and Cents,
Coin,

and Parser, respectively. Three of the deltas—dCoin, dCents, and dParser—add one declara-
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tion each for new classes, Coin, Cents, and Parser, respectively; each of these contains declarations
for a field, a constructor, and a method. The other two deltas—dCoin3 and dParser3—modify the
existing classes Coin and Parser, respectively, by removing a subset of the member declarations
therein and adding new ones. For example, dCoin3 removes the method getValue() (which had been
added by dCoin, but as public int getValue()) and adds the method public Cents getValue().
Now imagine a software developer who receives a code change request regarding the VMS: the
values of coins are to be represented and manipulated as instances of BigDecimal (a standard Java
class for representing arbitrary-precision signed decimal numbers) instead of as int s (a primitive
Java type for representing signed integers), for Product1. Prior to implementing such a change,
the software developer embarks on a change impact analysis. She realizes that, conceptually,
Product3

does not depend on int to represent coin values, so the requested change should not

impact it. However, the implementation details do depend on it because the dCoin3 delta removes
the constructor Coin(int value) in which int must be explicitly mentioned. Failure to make this
secondary change would result in a broken SPL, in which dCoin3 specifies to remove a non-existent
constructor; this would silently lie in wait for a time when Product3 is to be regenerated, and the
developers responsible for so doing would have the added burden of diagnosing and repairing past
mistakes of other developers.

1.6

Thesis statement and contributions

The thesis of this dissertation is that, by providing SPL developers and practitioners with semiautomated support to identify, structure, and evolve features, we can help them to better understand
proposed changes that affect the evolution of those features in SPLs.
The main contributions of this dissertation are:
1. an approach and prototype tool to assist in the extraction of features, their types, and the relationships among them from requirements documents based on natural language processing
(NLP) techniques and heuristics.
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2. a study comparing the evolution of SPLs using the DOP approach versus separate products. We find that both versions have strengths and weaknesses: complexity and incomplete
support from DOP tools versus significant duplication and error-proneness in the separate
products.
3. a novel approach, and prototype tool (CIAHelper), for CIA in SPLE, through considering the
VM, the source code, and the source code history (as recorded in a version control system
like Git). We concluded that the approach works better than JRipples [Buckner et al., 2005]
in configurations combining dependencies from both the variability model and implementation, in terms of recall.
4. a study evaluating CIAHelper in supporting semi-automated RTE such that the initial set
of changes could either occur in the model or in the code artifacts. We concluded that
performing CIA at class granularity achieved higher results in terms of precision, and Fscore, while CIA at method granularity achieved higher recall than the other configurations
studied.
5. an experimental study examining the use of CIAHelper in performing CIA in DOP where
software developers were given change requests to estimate using CIAHelper versus the
manual approach. We concluded that precision, recall, and F-score slightly improved when
performing CIA by software developers by 3% for precision, and 6% for both recall and
F-score.

1.7

Thesis organization

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 describes our approach for recommending features and feature relationships from
requirements documents.
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Chapter 3 describes a case study that we conducted to evaluate the relative strengths and weaknesses of approaches for software product lines, in the face of unanticipated evolution.
Chapter 4 describes our approach to support CIA and RTE in software product lines implemented using delta-oriented programming.
Chapter 5 presents our evaluation of our approach for CIA using a case study.
Chapter 6 presents our evaluation for our approach using human subjects in a controlled experiment.
Chapter 7 describes related work.
Chapter 8 discusses remaining issues.
Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation.

1.8

Notes on publications

Chapter 2 is a minor revision of the work published as “Recommending Features and Feature Relationships from Requirements Documents for Software Product Lines” by Mostafa Hamza and
Robert J. Walker in the Proceedings of the 2015 IEEE/ACM 4th International Workshop on Realizing Artificial Intelligence Synergies in Software Engineering, 2014, DOI:10.1109/RAISE.2015.12.
Chapter 3 is a minor revision of the work published as “Unanticipated Evolution in Software
Product Lines versus Independent Products: A Case Study” by Mostafa Hamza, Robert J. Walker,
and Maged Elaasar in the Proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Reverse Variability
Engineering, 2017, DOI:10.1145/3109729.3109739.
A portion of Chapter 4 plus Chapter 5 is a minor revision of the work published as “CIAHelper:
Towards Change Impact Analysis in Delta-Oriented Software Product Lines” by Mostafa Hamza,
Robert J. Walker, and Maged Elaasar in the Proceedings of the 22nd International Systems and
Software Product Line Conference, 2018, DOI:10.1145/3233027.3233036.
The remainder of Chapter 4 plus Chapter 6 will be submitted for publication in the near future.
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Chapter 2
Recommending Features and Feature
Relationships from Requirements
Documents for SPLs
In this chapter we address the problem of the continuous expansion of the features along with
their dependencies and relationships in variability models (VMs). The process of identifying and
extracting the features from the requirements document and adding them to the SPL is complex and
error-prone when done manually without assistance from a tool [Niu and Easterbrook, 2008]. We
present our approach and prototype tool, FFRE (Feature and Feature Relationship Extraction), that
assists in the extraction of features, their types (either mandatory or optional), and the relationships
among them from requirements documents based on natural language processing (NLP) techniques
and heuristics. The generated FM can then be used to implement the SPL. The research question
we will be addressing in this chapter is:
RQ1. How well does FFRE improve the extraction of the features, their types, and the
relationships among them from requirements documents?
As discussed in Chapter 1, feature models (FMs), one of the techniques used to model variabilities, are represented in a hierarchical manner where each feature is assigned a type based on the
10

domain and the context of the final product to be delivered. Inside an FM, the features could be
mandatory (must exist in the final product), optional (could be included or not), ORed (each one
of the ORed features could be included or not), or XORed (either of the XORed features could be
included but not both). Most FMs are a combination of all these types according to the selection of
features and how dependent they are on each other. Extraction of features from the requirements
document, and adding them to the FM are not simple tasks to perform manually and many errors
could easily be injected in the model. For example, Renault has 1,021 configurations for its Traffic
van product family alone [Mazo et al., 2014]; this is problematic when a feature is to be selected,
to be integrated in the FM, and to be maintained—in a manual fashion.
A way to overcome this problem is to develop a recommendation system for software engineering (RSSE) [Robillard et al., 2014]. RSSEs are applications that aim to offer advice based
on a software engineering task in a certain context. They are important in the field of software
engineering because they help in making the right decisions related to different software engineering tasks, starting from forming the teams and specifying the requirements through delivery
of the software to provide advice to subsequent projects. A few RSSEs have been developed to
provide recommendations in order to assist practitioners with selection and maintenance of FMs
based on the software requirements specification (SRS) documents. While other work exists that
delivers similar functionalities, these either are not RSSEs nor do they extract the features based
on the functionality of the system itself [Niu and Easterbrook, 2008; Alves et al., 2008; Itzik and
Reinhartz-Berger, 2014b].
FFRE uses natural language processing (NLP) techniques and heuristics to construct the FMs
from SRS documents for SPL-based systems. In order to evaluate our approach, we implemented
FFRE in Java as a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. We conducted qualitative investigations into its
validity. We also compared our results with other approaches and tools [Weston and Rashid, 2009;
Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger, 2014b]. We used four SRS documents (two from the literature and two
from an industrial source) and compared the results with features that we had manually extracted.
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2.1

Methodology

We investigated the different natural language processing techniques that are available: Lucene
[Lucene], Leximancer [Leximancer], Stanford NLP [Stanford CoreNLP], and OpenNLP [OpenNLP].
Lucene, which is a search engine library, is very powerful, but most of its features, such as spellchecking, indexing, and ranked searching, would not be utilized. Leximancer analyzes text documents to identify high level concepts; as it is a tool that does not provide an API that could be used
in our approach, we did not select it either. Stanford NLP and OpenNLP provide almost the same
functionality, i.e. sentence segmentation, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, named entity extraction ...
etc.; the only difference between them that we spotted is in the output. We decided to use Stanford
NLP as our NLP extraction method because its output was easier to parse.

2.1.1

Approach

We wrote our initial prototype tool in Java and we used Stanford NLP’s POSTagger API, version
3.5.0 [Stanford CoreNLP], to assign parts of speech (i.e., noun, verb, adjective, etc.) to the extracted words from a given text. We start by a manual extraction of the functional requirements
section from an SRS document. We focus only on plain text-based SRS documents, basing our
approach on the functional requirements section from the SRS documents as described by an IEEE
standard [IEEE, 1998]. The documents are fed to FFRE where part-of-speech (POS) tagging is applied as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Then, we extract the sentences to create tuples. Each sentence has
a set of tuples and each tuple contains a word and its type. We detect and delete all the determiners
(such as “a”, “the”), adverbs (such as “first”, “however”), and the “wh”-adverbs (such as “when”,
“where”). The output is then fed to a second module where we sort the sentences in alphabetical
order by the actor and remove duplicate sentences. (We found that some of the features were repeated in the same document, with the apparent justification of decreasing misinterpretation by the
reader.) Then we applied our heuristics, which we discuss in the next subsection, in order to create
the feature models and identify the mandatory and optional features.
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Figure 2.1: FFRE process and methodology.

2.1.2

Heuristics

The three heuristics we devised in FFRE are there to enrich the extracted FMs with meaningful
features. Some of them are similar to the ones discussed in the related work sections and others
are newly introduced, as detailed below.
H1: The actor, action, and object are the core of a feature.
In H1, we used only the actor (who performs), the action (what is performed), and the object
(on what is the action performed) as the core of the functionality. It is similar to what is introduced
by Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b]. We did not use the other three parts described by them, the
instrument (how it is performed), the temporal modifier (when it is performed), and the adverbial
modifier (under what conditions this action happened) (see Section 7.1 for the details), as we
believe that actor/action/object should suffice to identify the functional feature, i.e., the minimal
information needed to get the feature implemented or distinguished from the others. Adding the
other parts would increase the chances for errors.
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H2: The actor and actions (verbs) together form the tree node.
In H2, we choose the root of the feature model to be the filename of the SRS document used as
input for FFRE. Then, we use the actor as the parent of the features handled by that actor. Under
each actor, we add the verbs as parents of the complete feature selected, as shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Sample output from FFRE.
H3: If there is more than one action for the same actor, the feature will be optional; otherwise
it will be mandatory.
The decision behind choosing H3 is to make sure that we identify the optional and the mandatory features in the FM. In cases where the same action is repeated for the same actor but on
different objects, then those features are modelled as optional, otherwise those features are modelled as mandatory. This heuristic extracted the feature relationships correctly in some cases but in
other cases it failed. This is discussed more in the evaluation section.
The current stage of FFRE can be categorized in terms of the standard model of RSSE by Robillard et al. [2010] as shown in Table 2.1. In the nature of context, the input that it uses is “explicit”,
14

Table 2.1: FFRE as an RSSE.
Nature of
Context

Input: Explicit

Recommendation
Engine

Output Mode

Data: Requirements’
documents

Mode: Pull

Presentation:
batch
Explanations: none

Ranking: No

User feedback: None
which means in order to get recommendations we will need to use the SRS as an input to the tool.
For the recommendation engine, the data that we depend on are the requirements documents and
there is no ranking provided for the extracted features, because the recommendations are each independent and not alternatives to each other. For the output, the mode of operation is “pull” where
we have to request recommendations from FFRE else no recommendations would be provided.
The presentation method is “batch” where the output is a file containing the FM. FFRE also does
not provide explanations behind the current selection of the features or their types. User feedback
is not used to enhance the output. We consider the implications of some of these choices, and
potential alternatives, later in the paper.

2.2

Evaluation

In this section, we describe the different evaluation methods we adopted to test the validity of our
approach and identify the strengths and weaknesses of heuristics H1, H2, and H3 mentioned in the
previous section.
We started by conducting a preliminary investigation. We used four SRS documents: two of
them from the literature [i.e., Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger, 2014b], detailed in Appendix A, and the
other two from an industrial contact, who shall remain anonymous. We used these as input to FFRE
and compared the FMs constructed by it to the manually extracted features from the documents.
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Figure 2.3: A set of requirements from an SRS document.
We extracted 31 features from each of the two SRS documents from the literature, and 18 and
20 features from the two industrial ones. A sample of those requirements are shown in Figure 2.3,
and the rest of the requirements are detailed in Appendix A. The evaluation was qualitative and all
the features were correctly extracted—in terms of our definition from the heuristics H1 and H2—
indicating simply that FFRE works as designed but does not say whether the design of the FMs is
good. We did not perform quantitative evaluation (such as precision and recall), as all the features
were correctly extracted, and the qualitative analysis would suffice for validating the identification
of features. However, problems were spotted in the generated feature models regarding the types
of the features (either optional or mandatory) and their relationships (where should they be located
in the FM), as targeted by heuristic H3. We requested verification on the actual features and
relationships from the industrial contact that provided us with the documents; but as we had no
response, we evaluated the output of the features ourselves against our understanding of the SRS
documents. We extracted the features and their relationships manually from the SRS documents,
and constructed the FMs. Then, we used them as our reference point to compare against the
generated ones from FFRE.
In order to decrease the bias in our evaluation, we compared the output of FFRE to other
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approaches and tools [Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger, 2014b]. The output from their approach, SOVA
– a Semantic and Ontological Variability Analysis method, was different from ours: they were
more concerned with identifying the features’ types and their relationships, rather than extracting
the core of a feature from the requirements, i.e., they treated each requirement statement as a
feature. They identified the two requirements documents they used as file 1, and file 2. Each
requirement is uniquely identified by a letter, A and B for files 1 and 2, respectively, and a number.
For example, B6 refers to the requirement statement number six identified in file 2. Focusing on
comparing the results of our approach to theirs for the Pay feature, the requirements from both files
related to that feature are:

B6 - The system supports paying with PayPal. If a customer pays with PayPal, the
system verifies the PayPal payment information.
A2 - The system supports paying with credit cards. If a customer pays with a credit
card, the system approves first the payment by contacting the credit card company.
A7- The system supports paying with gift cards. If a customer pays with a gift card,
the system supports only land shipping.

The Pay feature has three alternatives: either pay with PayPal, pay with credit card, or pay
with gift card. Based on each payment type, the system performs different actions. The SOVA
approach presented by Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b], as shown in Figure 2.4 for the Pay
requirements, neglects the other functionalities mentioned in the requirement’s statement, which
are important for the system to complete a payment. For example, the system should verify the
PayPal payment information, or support land shipping. However, our approach is more concerned
with the functionalities of the feature models, as shown in Figure 2.5. The Pays feature is under
Customer where the same payment functionalities are provided. Also, the other features that the
System feature support (namely, land shipping and the different verifications to be carried out) are
included.
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Figure 2.4: A portion of the E_Shop FM as generated by Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger.

Figure 2.5: Portion of the FFRE output for the E_Shop SRS document.
In addition, we compared the results extracted by FFRE (Figure 2.5) to another tool named
ArborCraft [Weston and Rashid, 2009], an Eclipse plugin that helps in the creation of FMs from
natural language requirements documents. It constructs the feature tree by calculating the semantic
similarity between the requirements and creates feature clusters out of them. It was also used
by Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b] to verify their work. We used the same configuration as
mentioned in their work, producing the same results for ArborCraft as they did. However, the
extracted features from ArborCraft were almost a breakdown of the sentences used to create the
feature model. An example is shown in Figure 2.6. Focusing on the Pay feature, ArborCraft did
not consider the requirements B6, A2, and A7 to be related features, as FFRE and SOVA did.
We suspect the reason behind this is the ambiguity and repetitions in the requirements, highly
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Figure 2.6: Sample output of the ArborCraft tool (as drawn by another tool, FeatureIDE).
common in SPL SRS documents, which affect the calculations of the similarity inside each cluster
provided by ArborCraft. Also, they used numbers to distinguish the features without using a
meaningful textual description to identify the nodes. This makes the model difficult to read and to
interpret.
From our evaluation, we found initial evidence that heuristics H1 and H2 provide acceptable
results in breaking down the requirements, highlighting the functionality features and generating
the feature models. However, H3 was misleading sometimes in the selection of the feature types.

2.3

Summary

Feature models are important building blocks upon which software product lines depend heavily.
The extraction of the features from the system requirements specification documents, and adding
them to an FM, is a complex and error-prone process if done manually. In this paper we presented
our initial prototype tool FFRE (Feature and Feature Relationship Extraction) that automatically
provides recommendations on the features and their relationships from the requirements documents
using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. FFRE uses Stanford NLP’s POS tagging API
to parse and tag the words and their types in a document, and heuristics to extract the features and
to construct the FMs.
In terms of RQ1, we evaluated FFRE qualitatively using different methods and showed pre19

liminary evidence that it has the potential to provide useful recommendations to SPL practitioners,
thereby facilitating their work in the extraction of features.
FFRE is capable of extracting the features from an SRS document. Two of our heuristics
provided acceptable results in terms of the identification of the features and the creation of the
feature models. However, we spotted some of the limitations and threats to validity such as the
identification of the features’ types and the relationships among them, which were targeted by a
third heuristic. There is potential in the future work because it will deal with current limitations
and provide better RSSE system that targets the extraction of features from SRS documents. The
outcomes will be an automated way to extract features and generate categorized feature models
rather than the tedious manual work with unguaranteed quality.
In principle, the extracted FM could be utilized to implement the SPL. However, due to the
challenges we faced in evaluating the approach in an industrial setting, we did not continue working
in that direction.
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Chapter 3
Unanticipated Evolution in DOP
We present a case study where we consider the consequences of adopting delta-oriented programming (DOP) in a program family undergoing unanticipated evolution. DOP is a promising implementation approach for supporting variability in an SPL, directly supporting various elements in
feature models [Schaefer and Damiani, 2010; Schaefer et al., 2010]; it is supported in an extension
(DeltaJ) to the Java programming language 1 . Unanticipated changes are the ones that were not
foreseen, and they might arise due to changes in either technical or business requirements [Buckley
et al., 2005]. In this chapter, we address the research question:
RQ2. What is the effect of unanticipated evolution on implementing SPLs using DOP
compared to separate products in terms of code duplication and complexity?
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes the motivation behind conducting this study. Section 3.2, we describe the pre-existing product family whose evolutionary path
we replicate in an equivalent DOP implementation. In Section 3.3, we overview delta-oriented
programming, how it can be used to support feature models, and some details of the DOP implementation of the product family. In Section 3.4, we detail the quantitative and qualitative results of
our study. We discuss remaining issues in Section 3.5.
1

https://www.tu-braunschweig.de/isf/research/deltas/
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3.1

Background

The approach of managing a separate codebase for each software product within a product line
is problematic, as it leads to expensive and massive redundancy in development and maintenance
[Pohl et al., 2005]. Duplicating the source code of features between different products is an error
prone and risky task: (1) developers can easily miss subtle interactions, or specialized modifications, of the features being duplicated; (2) problems detected and corrected in one product within a
product line may have to propagated to other products; and, (3) as any other software engineering
methodology, each change may lead to additional changes (ripple effects) that may not be obvious
or that may introduce additional bugs.
Software product line engineering (SPLE) has long been promoted for its potential to systematize the development of product families. But to meet this potential, both modelling and implementation facets of product families must be supported; otherwise, the models and the implementation are bound to differ over time as they evolve. Furthermore, real product families (like any
software) need to evolve in ways that are not always anticipated [Kniesel et al., 2002] within preplanned designs. While any SPLE approach will presumably be designed to increase immediate
reuse, unanticipated evolution may have unanticipated consequences (e.g., surprising increase of
cloning); concrete evidence is needed. Unfortunately, we know little about the evolvability characteristics of SPLE approaches that concern both modelling and implementation [Passos et al.,
2016], limiting our ability to make rational and disciplined decisions about adoption.
Various techniques have been proposed for adopting SPLE [e.g., Cardozo et al., 2011; McGregor et al., 2010; Bettini et al., 2010; Quinton et al., 2013; Millo et al., 2013; Gacek and Anastasopoules, 2001; Botterweck et al., 2009; Schaefer and Damiani, 2010; Schulze et al., 2013; Gomaa
and Shin, 2007; bin Abid, 2010; Berger et al., 2013], and performing one-time transformations
from independent products to a product line architecture [e.g., Heider et al., 2012a; Rubin et al.,
2013; Bastos et al., 2015; Fenske et al., 2017]. While some work has examined difficulties arising
from SPL evolution [e.g., Heider et al., 2010; Tizzei et al., 2011; Tanhaei et al., 2016] and as
a consequence of refactoring [Laguna and Crespo, 2013], empirical studies assessing the relative
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consequences of evolving separate products versus a product family using an SPL architecture,
with respect to unanticipated evolution, are lacking.
We conduct a case study into the unanticipated evolution of a software product family using
two approaches: separate products versus a common codebase using delta-oriented programming
(DOP). We compare the ease of change within the two versions through a set of quantitative measurements and qualitative observations. We selected a small, existing product family, consisting of
separate codebases, that had historically undergone unanticipated evolution. We ported the initial
codebase to a DOP implementation that was then repeatedly modified according to the version history of the original program family. We collected quantitative measurements (lines of code (LOC)
changes and degree of duplication) and qualitative observations (complexity and error-proneness)
of the two program families for each version to compare the effects of the two alternative approaches to support the program family.

3.2

Original product family

The vending machine simulator (VMS) was developed in the past at the University of Calgary to
simulate vending machine functionalities in order to investigate the effects of different designs.
It started as a single product prototype and as new features emerged over time, the codebase was
branched in the source repository to have multiple products resulting in their independent development. A total of eight VMS products were eventually developed, all in Java and all with significant
quantities of embedded documentation (Javadoc) coordinated between the products; we focus on
the first three of these to limit the cost of reimplementation.
Managing the evolution and maintenance of the separate products was problematic due to a
number of factors. (1) Applying changes, across the different products, required copying/pasting
code manually and verification of the resulting code. (2) Introduction of new features to one of
the products and deciding to add it to another was not as simple as copying/pasting the packages
from the source product to the target one, but required more changes in the destination product
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to accommodate such changes. (3) The similarity and differences between the embedded documentation of each product resulted in frequent inconsistencies between the product’s behaviour,
interface, and documentation.
Figure 3.1 shows the process followed to support the separate-products development. UML
models were created for each product. In case of modifications to the models and/or code, subsequent manual adjustments were made to regain consistency in the product family’s models and
implementations.

Figure 3.1: The development life cycle for separate products.
Product 1 consists of 1,158 LOCs (including comments and blanks when formatted according
to the standard Eclipse format) in 7 classes in addition to 2,425 LOCs for the generated parser
(the parser specification consisted of 540 LOC of JavaCC code in 8 lexical specifications and 12
grammar productions). Product 2 consists of 3,012 LOCs in 37 classes. Product 3 consists of 3,094
LOCs in 38 classes.
Product 1 consisted of two main packages, frontend and product. The frontend package contained a script processor class ( Script -Processor) that takes input from a simulated user via a simple
scripting language, passing it to the Parser which parses input coins (Coin instances) and delivering
cans of soda pop (Pop instances). The product package contains a VendingMachineFactory class and
a VendingMachine class. VendingMachineFactory allows a set of scripts to be read in, executed, and
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tested for correctness while Vending-Machine controls loading/unloading of coins/pops.
Later, new requirements emerged that affected only later products: (1) a separate hardware
simulator was needed to simulate the internal functionalities of a vending machine, such as coin
slot, racks, channels, receptacles, delivery chute, display, etc. that replaces the parser; (2) Pop was
renamed to PopCan for improved clarity; and (3) the value of coins was to change to instances of
the Cents class from primitive int s.

3.3

DOP-based product family

Figure 3.2 shows the development lifecycle we followed for DOP adoption. First, we manually
identified features from the separate products and used FeatureIDE2 (an Eclipse plugin for featureoriented software development including DOP) to create the feature model (FM). Then we manually defined the SPL file, which represents the VM in DOP, based on the FM. A skeleton for
each delta is automatically generated by name. We added the implementations inside the generated deltas, from the separate products, after having finished all the additions to the deltas. We
later applied modifications to the FM, the SPL file, and the deltas. In all cases, we compared
DOP-generated products to the separate products to verify that our translation was correct through
manually running the generated products using predefined test cases.
To migrate the VMS to DOP, we defined this SPL file:
SPL VMS {
Features = { Frontend , Coin , Pop , Parser , VendingMachine }
Deltas = { dVendingMachine , dIVendingMachineFactory , dCoin , dPop , dParser ,
dDeliverable , dScriptProcessor }
Constraints { }
Partitions {
{ d D e l i v e r a b l e , dCoin } when ( Coin ) ;
{ d D e l i v e r a b l e , dPop } when ( Pop ) ;
{ dIVendingMachineFactory } when ( Frontend ) ;
2

http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/research/featureide/
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Figure 3.2: The development life cycle from DOP adoption.
{ d S c r i p t P r o c e s s o r , dParser } when ( Parser ) ;
{ dVendingMachine , dVendingMachineFactory } when ( VendingMachine ) ;
}
Products {
Product1 = { Frontend , Coin , Pop , Parser , VendingMachine } ;
}
}

The SPL is named VMS. For the Features section, we use the features defined in Figure 3.3.
The deltas are defined with the same names as the features, prefixed with “d”. For simplicity we
did not specify constraints. For the Partitions section, we specify the deltas needed for a feature
to be fulfilled. Finally, the Products section is used to specify the products and the features to be
included. Once the file is saved in FeatureIDE, deltas are created as skeleton files.
The next step was to fill in the deltas with code. As we were migrating the first product, and it
was an initial setup for the SPL, all the operations were added. For example, the delta dCoin was
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Figure 3.3: Feature model including only Product 1.
written as (comments and annotations suppressed):
d e l t a dCoin {
adds {
package org . l s m r . vending . f r o n t e n d ;

public class Coin implements D e l i v e r a b l e {
private i n t value ;

public Coin ( i n t v a l u e ) {
i f ( v a l u e <= 0 )
throw new I l l e g a l A r g u m e n t E x c e p t i o n
( " The v a l u e must be g r e a t e r than 0 : t h e argument passed was "
+ value ) ;
this . value = value ;
}

public i n t getValue ( ) {
return value ;
}
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public S t r i n g t o S t r i n g ( ) {
r e t u r n " " + getValue ( ) ;
}
}
}
}

Later, adding Products 2 and 3 required alteration of the FM and the SPL file and addition of
new deltas. The FM for Product 2 is shown in Figure 3.4 where we added the new feature HardwareSimulator. Then, we created a new abstract feature, called Pops, moved Pop to be its child,
and added PopCan as an alternative to Pop. (Note that an abstract feature is used to organize the
FM and does not affect the implementation [Thum et al., 2011].) We also changed VendingMachine to be abstract and added VendingMachineFactory (for Product 1) and VendingMachineLogic
(for Product 2). The VendingMachineLogic feature is needed to handle the newly added HardwareSimulator feature. Finally, the FM for Product 3 is shown in Figure 3.5; the only difference
from Product 2 is the addition of the Cents feature as a child of the Deliverable feature.

Figure 3.4: Feature model after adding Product 2.
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Figure 3.5: Feature model after adding Product 3.

3.4

Results

As applying a change to a feature also required corresponding changes to the source code, for both
approaches, we measure: (1) lines changed as defined by Git3 ; and (2) the degree of duplication
in terms of the number of code clones as defined by the Simian tool4 . We choose those two
measurements to capture the impact of a change on the codebase, and how much code duplication
will be introduced.

3.4.1

LOC change metrics

Change 1 (Adding HardwareSimulator feature for Product 2)
Extensive and similar additions and adjustments were needed to the codebases for both approaches,
as this large feature was not supported in Product 1. As such, both approaches are equivalent in
terms of LOC changes, and we do not examine the details further. The number of lines changed in
the separate products approach is 2,470 lines while in the DOP approach is 2,714, which is slightly
3
4

https://git-scm.com/
http://www.harukizaemon.com/simian/
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higher due to syntactic overhead, such as “delta”, “add”, “removes” ... etc.

Change 2 (Changing Pop to PopCan in Product 2)
We renamed the Pop class to PopCan in the second product.
Separate-products version: The change was straightforward for the separate products. The
Pop class was renamed PopCan with reference updates being automatic using a standard refactoring

tool. The changed files are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Changing Pop to PopCan for separate products.
File

# of Lines Changed

IVendingMachineFactory.java
Pop.java → PopCan.java (91% similar)
VendingMachineStoredContents.java
AbstractPopCanAcceptor.java
DeliveryChute.java
PopCanChannel.java
PopCanRack.java
PopCanRackListener.java
VendingMachine.java
Parser.java
VendingMachineFactory.java

2
2
2
2
2
2
13
5
3
7
2

total

42
3.82
2.00
3.30

mean
median
standard deviation

DOP version: Each change was divided into three parts: applying changes to the FM, then to
the SPL file, and finally to the deltas. The changes applied to the FM were shown in Figure 3.3.
For the changes applied to the SPL file: (1) we added the PopCan feature to the Features section;
(2) we added the dPopCan delta to the Deltas section; (3) we added a new partition “ {dPopCan}
when (PopCan);” to the Partitions section; and (4) we replaced Pop with PopCan for Product2 in the

Products section.
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Table 3.2: Changing Pop to PopCan in the DOP version.
File

# of Lines Changed

VM_Experiment.spl
dAbstractPopCanAcceptor.deltaj
dDeliveryChute.deltaj
dPopCanChannel.deltaj
dPopCanRack.deltaj
dPopCanRackListener.deltaj
dVendingMachine_2.deltaj
dParser_P2.deltaj
dIVendingMachineFactory_P2.deltaj
dVendingMachineFactory_P2.deltaj
dPopCan.deltaj

3
2
2
2
13
5
3
7
1
4
37

total

79
7.18
3.00
9.96

mean
median
standard deviation

For the changes applied to the deltas: (1) a skeleton file named dPopCan.deltaj was generated; (2) we copied-and-pasted the dPop.deltaj content to dPopCan.deltaj and renamed the class to
PopCan; and (3) we manually changed all the files referencing Pop.

The changes applied are shown

in Table 3.2.
In the separate-products approach, git calculated the number of changed lines for PopCan.java
as two lines only because Pop.java was renamed to PopCan.java, and both files were 91% similar,
as highlighted in Table 3.1. However, in the DOP approach, a new delta named dPopCan.deltaj
containing a similar code to dPop.deltaj was added.

Change 3 (Adding Product 3)
In this change, a new product was added where Cents instances represent value for the Coin class.
Separate-products version: For the separate products, the following steps were apparently
carried out to add the new product: (1) the Product 2 solution was copied-and-pasted as Product 3;
(2) all the packages were renamed to reflect the new product name; (3) the Cents class was added
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to the package org.lsmr.vending.frontend3; and (4) 36 Java source files were edited, as detailed in
Table 3.3.
DOP version: The changes were again divided into three parts: applying changes to the FM,
the SPL file, and then to the deltas. For the FM, the changes were discussed previously in Figure 3.5. For the SPL file changes: (1) we added features called Cents, and Product3Changes in
the Features section; (2) we added new deltas named dCoin3, dCents, dCoinReceptacle3, dCoinSlot3,
dVendingMachine3,

and dVendingMachineLogic3 to the Deltas section; (3) we added the following

new snippets in the Partitions section:
{ dCoin3 , dCents } when ( Cents ) ;
{ dCoinReceptacle3 , dCoinSlot3 , dVendingMachine3 ,
dVendingMachineLogic3 } when ( Product3Changes ) ;

and (4) under the Products section, we created a new product named Product3, inserted the same
features from Product2, and added to them the Cents and Product3Changes features.
For the changes applied to the deltas: (1) skeleton files named dCoins3, dCents, and dProduct3Changes

were generated; (2) in dCents.deltaj, we added the new class Cents; (3) in dCoin3.deltaj,

we replaced value, Coin(), and getValue() as follows:
modifies org . l s m r . vending . f r o n t e n d . Coin {
removes v a l u e ;
adds p r i v a t e Cents v a l u e ;

removes Coin ( i n t v a l u e ) ;
adds public Coin ( Cents v a l u e ) {
i f ( v a l u e . compareTo (new Cents ( 0 ) ) <= 0 )
throw new I l l e g a l A r g u m e n t E x c e p t i o n ( " The v a l u e must be
g r e a t e r than 0 : t h e argument passed was " + v a l u e ) ;
this . value = value ;
}

removes getValue ( ) ;
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Table 3.3: Changes for separate products, adding Product 3.
File

# of Lines Changed

Cents.java
Coin.java
Deliverable.java
IVendingMachineFactory.java
PopCan.java
ScriptProcessor.java
VendingMachineStoredContents.java
AbstractCoinAcceptor.java
AbstractHardware.java
AbstractHardwareListener.java
AbstractPopCanAcceptor.java
CapacityExceededException.java
CoinChannel.java
CoinRack.java
CoinRackListener.java
CoinReceptacle.java
CoinReceptacleListener.java
CoinSlot.java
CoinSlotListener.java
DeliveryChute.java
DeliveryChuteListener.java
DisabledException.java
Display.java
DisplayListener.java
EmptyException.java
IndicatorLight.java
IndicatorLightListener.java
Lock.java
LockListener.java
PopCanChannel.java
PopCanRack.java
PopCanRackListener.java
SelectionButton.java
SelectionButtonListener.java
SimulationException.java
VendingMachine.java

88
37
10
182
38
41
28
31
99
24
22
8
55
199
70
235
60
104
31
156
40
8
27
19
8
44
24
48
22
36
191
70
21
15
40
483

total

2614

mean
median
standard deviation

72.61
39.00
90.85
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Table 3.4: Adding Product 3 to the DOP version.

File

# of Lines Changed

VM_Experiement.spl
dCents.deltaj
dCoin3.deltaj
dCoinReceptacle3.deltaj
dCoinSlot3.deltaj
dVendingMachine3.deltaj
dVendingMachineLogic3.deltaj

17
94
19
27
12
28
11
208

total

29.71
19.00
26.95

mean
median
standard deviation

adds public Cents getValue ( ) {
return value ;
}
}

and (4) in dProduct3Changes.deltaj, we applied the same modifications as in the separate products;
however, we needed to remove the existing methods and add the new ones.
The number of changed lines per file is shown in Table 3.4.

Summary
We compared the effect of applying changes on the source code and the number of lines affected
on both DOP and separate products development approaches. In DOP, changing Pop to become
PopCan

in Product 2 required creating new features and deltas. Due to the limitations of DeltaJ in

modifying specific lines in the code, the number of changed lines and deltas was higher than with
the separate products (79 lines in DOP vs. 42 in separate products approach). DeltaJ’s remove operation can only remove imports, class fields, and methods, but not statements inside a method. In
addition, class or package names cannot be modified by a delta. However, in the separate-products
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approach, the changes were straightforward and did not affect the other products developed, i.e., all
changes applied to one of the products were isolated from the others. To introduce Product 3 to the
product family, DOP showed better results in terms of number of changed lines (208 lines changed
vs. 2614 for the separate products). DOP changes were applied as deltas that target only the affected classes by such a change; however, for the separate products, the changes were implemented
by copying the whole product again and applying the modifications.

3.4.2

Code clone metrics

We define code clones as portions of assets for which a given conceptual edit requires concrete
edits to each. For estimating code clones, we used the tool Simian which identifies duplicated code
snippets by analyzing textual similarities. We computed the code clones (measured in cloned lines
of code) by varying the minimum number of adjacent identical lines to be considered a duplicate
(the threshold). We varied that number from 4 to 22 in increments of 2.
We calculated the code clones without and with Product 3 present, as shown in Figures 3.6
and 3.7, respectively. In both approaches, the duplication decreases as the threshold increases, but
we see that duplication is consistently far lower for DOP than separate products. In Figure 3.7, we
can see that the addition of Product 3 has little effect on the DOP version, as deltas can be created
to modify the existing classes and can be included in only the desired products thereby decreasing
the code cloning levels. However, for separate products, code duplication increases and remains
high almost constantly so, because the changes introduced to Product 3, by adding Cents feature,
required changes to all the classes using the Coin feature, and the rest of the classes were duplicated
from Product 2, i.e. still higher code duplication.

3.4.3

Qualitative observations

From our experience with both approaches, DOP almost always requires the addition of deltas
when an unanticipated change is introduced, which can increase the complexity of defining and
managing those new deltas. By increasing the complexity of the SPL, the number of deltas will
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Figure 3.6: Code clones in the absence of Product 3, for varying thresholds of adjacent identical
lines.

Figure 3.7: Code clones in the presence of Product 3, for varying thresholds of adjacent identical
lines.
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increase and multiple deltas might apply changes to the same classes. However, for the separateproducts approach, products diverge more easily and evolve in an uncoordinated manner; the resulting propagation of the same changes to other products in the same product family will require
more error-prone, manual interventions to copy-and-modify those changes.

3.5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss several remaining issues.

3.5.1

The relative merits of the two approaches

Both DOP and separate product development have their advantages and disadvantages in SPLE.
We evaluated both approaches in terms of evolvability. While it is not surprising that the initial
DOP version had lower cloning than the initial separate products, there was no guarantee that
this advantage would not quickly decay during unanticipated evolution. Such an effect was not
forthcoming.
DOP permitted additions and modifications to existing code via deltas that usually required
less duplication than in separate products. The HardwareSimulator feature showed how the unanticipated addition of features is not easily accommodated by either approach. This could be a case
where refactoring of the feature model and associated codebase may have been preferable as a first
step before adding the feature.
However, DOP added an intermediate layer (deltas) which increased the complexity of managing the underlying code, necessitating coordinated adjustments to the SPL file and delta files. Also,
tool support for DOP is still immature: comments added to the deltas were discarded whenever the
products are generated, which was problematic since the embedded documentation differed for the
products; and in order to regenerate the products, the SPL file needed to be edited temporarily
to force the generator to re-run. Most such issues can be addressed by improved engineering of
the toolsets; the exception is the fact that DeltaJ is language-specific, so it provides no support
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for managing non-Java assets, and it seems unlikely that such support would be straightforward to
add.
Separate-products development was better in that aspect as it did not use the intermediate layers. Each product was treated separately where any changes applied to one of the products did not
interfere with the others. However, the duplication was much higher; in case of a bug discovered in
one of the products, and duplicated in multiple ones, changes were propagated manually, requiring
verification that the newly introduced patches did not break existing code. It is possible that some
approach related to the idea of linked editing [Toomim et al., 2004; Duala-Ekoko and Robillard,
2010] would eliminate the negative effects of duplication while maintaining the ease of managing
the separate products; this remains speculation at this point.
We note in particular that we have considered only the technical aspects of adopting DOP
versus maintaining separate products. While one could assume that any technology for SPLE
will be better than none, this is a dangerous assumption: we ran into concrete difficulties with
duplication in DOP due to its lack of support for reuse in embedded documentation.

3.5.2

Threats to validity

As this is a case study on a single, small product family, our conclusions may not generalize. We
also selected only the prefix of coarse-grained changes in the system’s actual evolution; this could
have ignored effects that would have arisen over a longer development history or due to other kinds
of change. As we interpreted the intent of the original product family’s development to emulate
it, we may have made mistakes or been biased; however, we had no preconceptions about which
approach ought to “win”, mitigating this risk. Our choice of metrics focuses on duplication within
the codebase(s), ignoring quantitative measurement of other aspects that could signal problems;
we present qualitative observations to mitigate this risk and to avoid quantitative measurements
that could be biased by the constrained context.
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3.6

Summary

Unanticipated evolution can be problematic for any software product; the need for coordination
between products increases the potential for problems. Software product line engineering has long
been promoted for its potential to improve management of product families, but the models that
are central to SPLE efforts must be reflected unerringly in the implementation lest these two facets
become inconsistent. As such, it is unclear whether the benefits of SPLE outweigh its costs during
unanticipated evolution.
To answer RQ2, we have reported on a case study in which the historic, unanticipated evolution
trajectory of a family of separate products was emulated by an SPLE-based version of that product
family, using delta-oriented programming as the supporting implementation technology. For one
change in which a new feature was added, the two approaches displayed near identical effects,
requiring many additions to the codebase and detailed adjustments. For the other two changes that
we pursued, the DOP approach led to a significant reduction in duplication as compared to the
separate-products approach with a commensurate reduction in the need to apply similar edits in
multiple locations in the codebase; however, the DOP approach was more complex to manage as
it requires coordinated edits in the codebase, and does not support all points of variability such as
within documentation.
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Chapter 4
CIA in Software Product Line Engineering
We describe our approach to achieve CIA in SPLE by constructing a directed dependency graph
from the variability model (VM), source code, and source code history, and how we applied it
on DOP. We utilize the VM, the deltas, and the source code history to identify implicit relationships between implementation-level artifacts. Our approach supports both unidirectional (modelto-code) CIA and bidirectional (code-to-model and model-to-code).
In this chapter, we address the research question:
RQ3. How can traceability links between FMs and source code be detected and maintained?
Section 4.1 discusses our approach for achieving CIA in SPLE: construction of the dependency
graph; Section 4.2 describes different approaches we used to leverage source code history; Section 4.3 presents the prototype tool, CIAHelper, that implements our approaches to support both
CIA and RTE.

4.1

Change impact analysis in SPLE

We propose to use the variability model (VM), source code, and source code history (as recorded
in a version control system like Git) to support CIA. Our approach can be applied on any SPL as
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Figure 4.1: UML structure diagram representing key entities and relationships for DOP.
long as it contains a VM and code artifacts, and preferably source code history. We chose DOP
to leverage our approach as it showed promise as a good candidate to implement SPLs (details
are discussed in Section 7.2). We capture and model the dependencies by analyzing the semantics
of both the VM and code artifacts—as represented in abstract form in Figure 4.1—to construct a
directed dependency graph between concrete elements representing instances of the classifiers in
that figure. The VM information (such as feature constraints, rules, and types) assists in identifying
implicit relationships between implementation-level artifacts; syntactic and semantic analysis of
the implementation details internal to the deltas is necessary to determine explicit relationships
between implementation-level artifacts.
To consider the fact that certain changes are more likely than others to lead to ripple effects that
propagate across certain edges in the dependency graph, each edge is annotated with a probability
that a change in its source node will propagate to its sink node; these probabilities can be determined heuristically (e.g., an edge has 50% probability of propagation, by default) or by leveraging
the past version control history of co-committed entities.
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4.1.1

Dependency graph design

The detailed form of the graph will have a significant influence on the impacted sets to be computed. The directed graph G = (V, E) consists of a set V of nodes (also called vertices) with
a set E of directed edges between the nodes. Every directed edge e points from a node (called
the source node) in the graph to another node (called the sink node) in the graph—that is, E =
{(vi , vj ) | vi , vj ∈ V }; self loops e = (vi , vi ) are permitted in principle though in practice they are
of little value. Each node has a type: Product, Feature, Delta, Class, Method, Field, Interface,
Enum, or Package. The node types Product, Feature, and Delta correspond to the Product declaration, Feature declaration, and Delta declaration in Figure 4.1, respectively. The remainder of the

node types correspond to implementation-level entities; as the existing DOP tool support operates
only at the level of Java 5 (e.g., annotation types and lambda expressions are not supported), the
remaining node types correspond to Java 5 entities, where Method is also used for constructors and
initializers. Each directed edge has a type to represent a relationship; supported edge types are:
• includes, from a Product node to a Feature node;
• comprises, from a Feature node to a Delta node;
• adds/added by, from a Delta node to a Class, Method, or Field node;
• modifies/modified by, from a Delta node to a Class node;
• removes/removed by, from a Delta node to a Class, Method, or Field node;
• imports, from a Delta node to a Package node;
• referenced by, from a Class node to a Class node;
• contains, from a Class node to a Method or Field node;
• invokes, from a Method node to a Method or Field node;
• passed by, from a Class node to a Method or Field node;
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• Git/associates With, from a Class node to a Class node;
• Git/associates With, from a Delta node to a Delta node.
• Unknown, from any node to another.
The “includes” relationship is used when a feature is included in a product, while the “comprises” relationship is used when a delta is partitioned in a feature. “adds” and “added by” represent
a bi-directional relationship between the deltas, and the classes, methods, or statements added, similarly, “modifies”, “modified by”, “removes”, and “removed by”. “imports” is used when a class
imports other Java packages in the delta files. “references” is used based on the AST traversal
performed by JDT. “contains” is used when a method or field are scoped inside a class. “invokes”
is used when a method calls another method or field. “passed by” is used for passed parameters
in a method to another. Finally, “Git” and “associates with” are used to model the associations
inferred from the source code history, as described in Section 4.2. Finally, “Unknown” is used to
model any unknown relations that might come up during the traversal.

4.1.2

Dependency graph construction in DOP

To implement our approach in DOP, we construct a directed graph based on the semantically
annotated ASTs after parsing the SPL file and the deltas. We locate the SPL file and the delta files,
based on the file extension. Three separate parsers are used to parse these files. We extracted the
grammars used in the DOP tooling, originally implemented in Xtext,1 to produce parsers for the
SPL file and delta files.

Parsing the SPL file
Nodes and edges representing Products, Features, and Deltas and their interrelationships are added
to the graph from the AST derived from the SPL file. As mentioned earlier in Figure 4.1, the SPL
file consists of feature, delta, and product declarations, and partition, and constraints specifications.
1

https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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Each declaration and specification is parsed, and the nodes and edges are added to the graph.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode used to parse the SPL file. The algorithm starts by getting
the graph singleton instance, ciaGraph. The reason for having it a singleton is to allow only one
graph instance for the whole SPL. Then, it parses the SPL file and loads the extracted tree into the
ast variable. The feature and delta declarations are parsed in the methods parseSPLFeatureSet and
parseSPLDeltaSet,

respectively. Each method loops over the respective type, and adds nodes to the

graph of either type Feature or Delta. For the product declarations, the method parseSPLProductSet
is used to loop over the products and do two things: create nodes with type Product, and add directed
edges between the product and the features, such that a product includes a feature. Finally, the
method parseSPLPartitionSet is used to parse the partitions, and extract the relationships between
the deltas and features. It uses comprises relationship as the edge type from the feature to the delta;
for example, the statement “ {dCents, dCoin3} when {Cents}” (from the Partitions section of the VMS
SPL file shown in Figure 1.2) is translated into two comprises relationships each from the node
corresponding to the Cents node (of Feature type) to one of two nodes of Delta type, representing
dCents and dCoin3 respectively.

Parsing the delta files
A delta file could have one or more of the following three actions: adds, modifies, or removes.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode used to parse the delta files, adding to the graph the nodes and
edges extracted. Nodes representing classes, and relationships from Delta nodes to Class nodes
are based on the AST derived from each delta file. We parse each action and all its children in
the methods parseAddsUnit, parseModifiesUnit, and parseRemovesUnit, respectively, to extract the
relationships between the delta actions and the underlying code snippets. For instance, the method
parseAddsUnit creates a new node of type class, and an edge of type adds from the delta node to the

class one. Similarly, modifies and removes methods create edges of types modifies, and removes,
respectively; for example, the delta dCoin shown in Figure 1.2 adds the class Coin, so a Delta node
and a Class node are added to the graph, and an adds edge is added from the former to the latter.
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The AST created from the delta files is used to construct member-level nodes and relationships.
For example, the Coin class added by dCoin declares a field value of type int , a constructor Coin(int) ,
and a method getValue() with return type int ; thus, a Field node and two Method nodes are added
to the graph to represent each of these declarations, plus three contains edges, each from the Class
node representing Coin to each of these newly added nodes. A Class node is also added to represent
the primitive type int ; edges are added from the node for Coin(int) and for the method getValue(),
each pointing to the node for int —the first edge is of type references and the second is of type
passes.
For parsing the detailed class-edits in the delta files, we tried to use the Java parser provided
with the DOP tooling; however, the scoping was not accurate; i.e. classes were not resolved to
the correct packages, and methods, and variables were not resolved to the correct classes. So,
we decided to leverage the parser (ASTParser) provided within the open-source Java Development
Tooling2 (JDT) of the Eclipse integrated development environment. We parse the body of each
class-edit using the same parser instance, configured to resolve bindings, as though each class-edit
were embedded within an appropriate Java compilation unit; with this configuration, the ASTParser
is generally able to determine to what entity any given identifier refers (e.g., a method invocation is
resolved to the correct method declaration even in the presence of overloading, and simple names
of classes are resolved to their fully qualified names). The result is a set of abstract syntax trees
(ASTs) annotated with semantic information (bindings). Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode used
to parse the Java compilation units.
To illustrate more how the graph is constructed, consider the SPL we discussed earlier in Figure 1.2). Assuming that we start parsing the SPL file first, the nodes Coin, Cents, and Parser are
created of type Feature, and the nodes dCoin, dParser, dCents, and dCoin3 are created of type Delta;
they are all added to the graph as shown in Figure 4.2. From the partitions, the directed edges
are constructed between the features and the deltas, such that, the feature Coin comprises the delta
dCoin,
2

the feature Parser comprises the delta dParser, and the feature Cents comprises the deltas

https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/
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dCents, dCoin3,

and dParser3. From the products partition, the two nodes Product1 and Product3

are created of type Product, and the directed edges from Product1 to the nodes Coin and Parser, of
type Includes, are created. Similarly, the directed edges of type Includes from Product3 to the nodes
Cents, Coin and Parser are

created.

Figure 4.2: Example of constructed graph from SPL file.
Parsing the delta files will add to the constructed graph the nodes Coin, Parser, and Cents, of
type Class, and directed edges, of type adds, from the nodes dCoin, dParser, and dCents to them,
respectively, as shown in Figure 4.3. By passing the class declaration from the delta dCoin to the
JDT parser, the nodes getValue and Coin, of type Methods, and the node value, of type Field , get
constructed. Directed edges, of type contains, from the node Coin, of type Class, to those nodes
are created. The classes’ declarations inside the deltas dParser and dCents are parsed similarly,
and the extracted nodes and edges are created, and added to the graph. For the deltas dCoin3 and
dParser3,

they are modifying the classes Coin and Parser, respectively. Directed edges from the

nodes dCoin3 and dParser3, of type modifies, are created to the nodes Parser and Coin, of type
classes,

respectively. Parsing the code snippets inside those deltas will result in directed edges

from the deltas to the methods/fields modified. For instance, the node dParser3 removes the node
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insert ,

of type method, therefore, a directed edge from the node dParser3, of type removes, to the

node insert is created. From parsing the code snippets inside the delta dCoin3, it is detected that the
class Coin is referencing the class Cents, hence, a new directed edge from the node Coin to the node
Cents is created of type references.

Also, the method Coin is now passing an object of type Cents in

the constructor Coin, so, another directed edge of type passes from the node Coin, of type method,
to the node Cents, of type Cass, is created.

Figure 4.3: Graph modifications after parsing delta files.

4.1.3

Change impact analysis steps

The following four steps were followed to perform CIA in DOP-SPLs are illustrated in Figure 4.4
and detailed below.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode to parse SPL file, and add the extracted nodes and edges to the
graph
1 Function parseSPL() is
2
ciaGraph ← CIAGraph.getInstance()
3
ast ← parseSPLFile()
4
parseSP LF eatureSet(ast.getF eatureSet())
5
parseSP LDeltaSet(ast.getDeltaSet())
6
parseSP LP roductSet(ast.getP roducts())
7
parseSP LP artitionSet(ast.getP artitions())
8 end
9 Function parseSPLFeatureSet(f eatureSet) is
10
foreach n ∈ featureSet.getSet().getElements() do
11
n ← newCIAN ode(obj.getN ame(), N odeT ype.F eature)
12
ciaGraph.addN ode(n)
13
end
14 end
15 Function parseSPLDeltaSet(deltaSet) is
16
foreach n ∈ deltaSet.getSet().getElements() do
17
n ← newCIAN ode(obj.getN ame(), N odeT ype.Delta)
18
ciaGraph.addN ode(n)
19
end
20 end
21 Function parseSPLProductSet(productsSet) is
22
foreach n ∈ productsSet.getProduct() do
23
addP roductN odeAndEdges((P roductImpl)n)
24
end
25 end
26 Function addProductNodeAndEdges(p) is
27
n ← newCIAN ode(p.getN ame(), N odeT ype.P roduct)
28
ciaGraph.addN ode(n)
29
// get all the features connected to this product foreach
e ∈ p.getFeatures().getElements() do
30
destinationN ode ← newCIAN ode(e.getN ame())
31
CIAEdgeedge = newCIAEdge(n, destinationN ode, EdgeT ype.Includes)
32
ciaGraph.addEdge(edge)
33
end
34 end
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Function parseSPLPartitionSet(partitionsSet) is
foreach p ∈ partitionsSet.getPartition() do
whenList ← partition.getP artition()
foreach w ∈ whenList do
deltaN odes ← parseP artitionDeltas(when)
f eatureN odes ← parseF eatureExpression(when.getF eatures())
foreach d ∈ deltaNodes do
foreach f ∈ featureNodes do
e ← newCIAEdge(f, d, EdgeT ype.Comprises)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
end
end
end
end
end
Function parsePartitionDeltas(when) is
InitializedN odes ← deltaSet ← when.getDeltas().getElements()
foreach d ∈ deltaSet do
n ← newCIAN ode(d.getN ame())
dN odes.add(n)
end
return dNodes
end
Function parseFeatureExpression(f ) is
Initializef N odes ← if f instanceof P rimary then
f eatureN odes.add(newCIAN ode(f.getN ame()))
end
else
f N odes.addAll(parseF eatureExpression(f.getLef t()))
f N odes.addAll(parseF eatureExpression(f.getRight()))
end
return fNodes
end
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Algorithm 2: Pseudocode to parse delta files and add nodes and edges to the graph
1 Function parseDelta() is
2
ciaGraph ← CIAGraph.getInstance()
3
ast ← parseDeltaFile()
4
parseDelta(ast.getDelta())
5 end
6 Function parseDelta(deltaList) is
7
foreach n ∈ deltaList do
8
n ← newCIAN ode(n.getN ame(), N odeT ype.Delta)
9
deltaActionList ← d.getDeltaActions()
10
parseDeltaAction(deltaActionList)
11
end
12 end
13 Function parseDeltaAction(dActionList) is
14
foreach dAction ∈ dActionList do
15
if dAction instanceof AddsUnit then
16
parseAddsUnit(dAction)
17
end
18
else if dAction instanceof ModifiesUnit then
19
parseModifiesUnit(dAction)
20
end
21
else
22
parseRemovesUnit(dAction)
23
end
24
end
25 end
26 Function parseAddsUnit(dAction) is
27
n ← newCIAN ode(dAction.getN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
28
e ← newCIAEdge(node, parentN ode, EdgeT ype.Adds)
29
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
30
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
31 end
32 Function parseModifiesUnit(dAction) is
33
n ← newCIAN ode(dAction.getN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
34
e ← newCIAEdge(parentN ode, node, EdgeT ype.M odif ies)
35
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
36
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
37
parseM odif iesClassM embers(dAction.getM odif iesClassM embers)
38 end
39 Function parseRemovesUnit(dAction) is
40
n ← newCIAN ode(dAction.getN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
41
e ← newCIAEdge(parentN ode, node, EdgeT ype.removes)
42
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
43
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
44 end
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Algorithm 3: Pseudocode for CIAV isitor class to parse Java compilation units inside
delta files and add nodes and edges to the graph
1 Function CIAVisitor(parserOptions) is
2
ciaGraph ← CIAGraph.getInstance()
3
this.parserOptions ← parserOptions
4 end
5 Function visit(importDec) is
6
n←
newCIAN ode(importDec.getN ame().getF ullyQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.Imports)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25
26
27

e ← newCIAEdge(importDec, parentN ode, EdgeT ype.Imports)
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
end
Function visit(variableDeclarationStatement) is
foreach n ∈ variableDeclarationStatement do
b ← n.resolveBinding()
n←
newCIAN ode(b.getV ariableDec().getT ype().getQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
e ← newCIAEdge(n, parentN ode, EdgeT ype.Ref erences)
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
end
end
Function visit(typeDec) is
n←
newCIAN ode(typeDec.getN ame().getF ullyQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
e1 ← newCIAEdge(parentN ode, typeDec, parserOptions.getEdgeT ype())
e2 ←
newCIAEdge(typeDec, parentN ode, parserOptions.getEdgeT ype().reverse)
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e1)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e2)
end
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Function visit(enumDec) is
n←
newCIAN ode(enumDec.getN ame().getF ullyQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.Enum)
e1 ← newCIAEdge(parentN ode, enumDec, parserOptions.getEdgeT ype())
e2 ←
newCIAEdge(enumDec, parentN ode, parserOptions.getEdgeT ype().reverse)
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e1)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e2)
end
Function visit(methodDec) is
if Configuration.parseMethods then
bM ← methodDec.resolveBinding()
nM ←
newCIAN ode(bM.getN ame().getF ullyQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.M ethod)
eM ← newCIAEdge(parentN ode, methodDec, EdgeT ype.Includes)
ciaGraph.adN ode(nM )
ciaGraph.addEdge(eM )
foreach n ∈ methodDec.parameters() do
var ← (SingleV ariableDeclaration)n.next()
b ← var.resolveBinding()
n←
newCIAN ode(b.getV ariableDec().getT ype().getQualif iedN ame(), N odeT ype.Class)
e ← newCIAEdge(n, parentN ode, EdgeT ype.Ref erences)
ciaGraph.adN ode(n)
ciaGraph.addEdge(e)
end
end
end
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Figure 4.4: Methodology to construct dependency graphs and calculate estimated change impact
sets.
Step 1. Locate the SPL and delta files, and leverage the parsers mentioned earlier in Section 4.1.2.
Step 2. The directed graph is constructed based on the semantically annotated ASTs. The graph
nodes could be Products, Features, Deltas, Classes, Methods, or Fields, based on the delta and SPL
files. Directed edges are added between the nodes, and their types are mentioned in Section 4.1.2.
Step 3. We add probabilities of propagation for each edge. Probabilities can be calculated on
the basis of historical records gleaned from a version control system; we describe this process in
Section 4.2. A default value (e.g., 1.0 or 0.5) is configured for use in the absence of better values,
such as cases when there is no history to leverage. As a result, the directed graph will now have
every edge annotated with a probability.
Step 4. The approach is now ready to compute an estimated change impact set. Initial changes are
provided as an input set ICS . To support RTE, the initial set could be either products, features,
deltas, classes, methods, or fields. For all nodes vi ∈ ICS , the probability that the node is impacted
is 1. For all other nodes vj 6∈ ICS , the probability of impact will be the highest probability of
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impact arising from all paths in the graph from any node in ICS to vj . The probability of the
impact on any specific path is computed as the product of the local probabilities annotating the
edges in that path. Let P be the set of all paths in the graph. Consider a path p = vi , v1 , v2 , . . . , vj :
Y

Pr(vj ) | p =

prst ,

(4.1)

(s,t) ∈ p

where prst represents the local probability of propagation from node s to node t over the edge
(s, t). Then
Pr(vj ) = max ( Pr(vj ) | p ) ,
p∈P

(4.2)

The algorithm used to calculate the CIA is presented in Algorithm 4. The seed, the initial
set initialSet , the graph constructed g, and the probability p are passed to the method cia . The
affectedSet

is initialized with initialSet , the seed, to include them as part of the affected set. Then

the method ciaHelper is called with the affectedSet, the graph g, and the probability p (the cut-off
probability). This method resets all the visited nodes in the graph g with false, then loops over
all the nodes that belong to the affectedSet and calls the method dependent. The dependent method
takes the following parameters: the graph (g), the node we want to check its dependencies (n), and
the probability (p). In that method, we create a local variable acc which is initialized with 1, and
will be used to accumulate the product of the local probabilities annotating the edges in that path.
We loop over all the edges for that node, and if not visited, we calculate the propagated probability
and add all the target nodes connected to the node (n) to the list of nodes (S) that have accumulative
probability (acc) higher than p. We then set that node as visited. After finishing all the edges for
that node, the list of the dependent nodes in S are added to affectedSet. This logic is following
depth-first search (DFS) and after the method cia finishes, the affected set will be calculated.
For simple acyclic graphs, this maximum can be obtained through a classic depth first search
procedure. For more complex graphs, a modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm as described by
Walker et al. [2006], can be used; they use priority queues based on Fibonacci heaps to reduce the
running time from O(|V |2 ) to O( (|E| + |V |) log |V | ), where V is the number of vertices and E is
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the number of edges. The details of their approach are described in Section 7.4.
Algorithm 4: CIA algorithm to identify the affected set based on a seed
1 Function cia(initialSet, g, p) is
2
affectedSet ← initialSet
3
return ciaHelper(affectedSet, g, p)
4 end
5 Function ciaHelper(affectedSet, g, p) is
6
resetVisited(g)
7
foreach node ∈ affectedSet do
8
return dependent(g, n, p)
9
end
10 end
11 Function dependent(g, n, p) is
12
acc ← 1
13
Initialize S ← {}
14
foreach e ∈ InEdges[n] do
15
if node.Visited then
16
continue
17
end
18
acc ← W eight[e] ∗ dependent(g, sink [e],p)
19
if acc > p then
20
S ← S ∪ sink [e]
21
visited [n] ← true
22
end
23
end
24
affectedSet.add(S)
25
return acc
26 end

4.2

Probability annotations from history

We continued experimenting with different approaches to incorporate the source code history in
constructing the graph before each analysis.
The first approach is implemented by counting the number of commits (the “occurrences”) in
which the artifact represented by each node, is involved; we refer to this as a commit of the node,
to simplify the language. For each edge in the graph, we are interested in determining the commit
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count for the node at either end of the edge, and the count of commits in which both nodes are
committed together. Consider an edge (p, q): the number of co-commits of p and q must always
be less than or equal to the number of commits of each node, p and q. We thus take the quotient
of these two values and consider it to be the local probability of propagation over that edge, by
replacing the default value added in step 3, mentioned earlier in Section 4.1.3. We also allow for
co-commits of nodes for which an edge does not currently appear in the graph; these edges are
then added as associatesWith relationships and the procedure continues as normally.
The second approach is heuristic in nature, adjusting the weight on each edge to be initially 0.5.
In the case of a Git commit for which there is already an edge between the nodes, we increment it
by 0.2, identifying the changed code files in each commit with a ceiling of 1. If there is no edge,
we ignore the Git history for both two nodes. We chose 0.2 as it resembles the borderline between
little/some impact as indicated by Paskevicius et al. [2012]. They proposed probabilistic values as
a benchmark to evaluate the effect of a change to a feature in the FMs as shown in Table 4.1. This
benchmark was not tested on the corresponding source code for those features. However, we used
it as a starting point to evaluate the effect of the heuristics on the approach.
The practical value proposition of both approaches is to emphasize on the nodes that will be
highly impacted by a change.
Table 4.1: Changeability values as proposed by [Paskevicius et al., 2012]
Changeability value

Changeability evaluation

0.0-0.2
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0

little impact
some impact
considerable impact
significant impact
very significant impact
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4.3

CIAHelper

CIAHelper is implemented in Java as a standalone application. It leverages Xtext for parsing
both the deltaj and SPL files, and JDT for parsing the Java code snippets inside the deltas as
mentioned earlier in Section 4.1.3. The input for CIAHelper is the src folder for the DOP project,
which contains the deltaj files, and the SPL one, and the source code history folder in the .git
folder. Figure 4.5 represents the class diagram for modelling the dependencies in CIAHelper.
CIAHelper starts the process by parsing the inputs and generate the dependency graph in memory
during runtime, which we refer to as the CIAGraph. CIAGraph is composed of multiple CIANode
and CIAEdge instances. CIANode models the products, features, deltas, and classes. Based on the
file extension during the modelling process, DeltaJParser or SPLParser gets loaded based on the
corresponding Xtext grammar. The grammars are fed into Xtext beforehand and can be accessed
from DeltaJInjector and SPLInjector, respectively. CIAEdge represents the dependencies between
the different nodes. Modelling the relations extracted is following the same rules specified in
Section 4.1.1, such that they are modelled according to the traversal of the SPL file and the delta
files.
For source code history, we use jGit API 3 , a Java implementation of the Git version control
system. We use jGit to traverse the tree commit and extract the diffs between each two consecutive
commits. As Git tracks the changes on file levels, We use the changed file names and search
for their corresponding nodes in the CIAGraph for both the deltaj files, and the final Java code
generated for the products. We perform cleanups to the file names extracted from jGit to ensure
matching them with nodes in the CIAGraph, such that the fully qualified location is returned and
the file extension. We focus only on files with extensions .deltaj and .java, for delta files and the
final products generated, respectively. For such files, we remove the complete path and return only
the file names in case of delta files, returning both the product and file names in case of Java files.
If a match is found in the CIAGraph, an edge is either created or annotated based on the selected
configuration of source code history annotations mentioned in Section 4.2. If no match is found,
3

https://www.eclipse.org/jgit/
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the file is ignored.

Figure 4.5: Class diagram for modelling dependencies in CIAHelper.
The impacted set is calculated via a standard depth-first search (DFS) algorithm. Two sets are
manipulated: the working set and the impacted set. Initially, the seed set is copied to the working
set. Then, the first node in the working set is removed. If it is already marked as visited, it is
ignored; otherwise it is marked as visited, added to the impacted set, and the target nodes of each
of its outbound edges are added to the working set. The algorithm halts when the working set is
empty.
In order to present the graph visually, we use Gephi4 . Red nodes represent classes or imports
such as org.lsmr.DPL.Canvas and java.lang.String . Blue nodes represent products, such as V0P1,
while green nodes represent deltas. Edges between nodes correspond to the relationships supported
in the dependency graph model. Each node can have multiple edges coming in and out. We use
4

https://gephi.org/
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the Gephi Java toolkit to export the graph from CIAHelper; an example is shown in Figure 4.6 in
which the edge labels have been suppressed. For identifying an impact of a change on the SPL, we
start by identifying an initial set of changes (seed), either a list of classes, nodes, features, products,
or a combination, and the CIA Agent extracts from the graph the affected set.

Figure 4.6: Exported Gephi graph.
To facilitate the execution of CIA, we added a GUI for CIAHelper. Figure 4.7 shows the input,
configuration and results panels. The input panel is used to set: (1) Input Data, which represents the
delta and SPL files locations; (2) Initial Set, a comma separated field used to include the initial set,
which could include a subset of: products, features, deltas, classes, methods, or fields; (3) Git URL,
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which represents the location of the . git folder for the source code history. For the configuration
panel, it contains the booleans for including/excluding Git history, VM, Methods, Deltas. Once all
the configurations are set, the Run button is used to start generating the graph and calculating the
CIA. The results panel displays the output of the execution, which is a list of affected nodes in the
graph. As shown in Figure 4.8, the square box with letter “C” in the middle represents a class, a
triangle represents a delta, a square with letter “P” represents a product; and in case of methods
gets selected, they are represented as circles with letter “M” in the middle.

Figure 4.7: CIAHelper results.

Figure 4.8: CIAHelper result panel types.

4.4

Summary

In this chapter, we explained our novel approach for applying CIA by extracting the dependencies
within the SPL. To answer RQ3, we construct a directed dependency graph based on the extracted
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products, features, deltas, classes, methods and fields by capturing and modelling such dependencies extracted through analyzing the semantics of the code artifacts and the VM. We utilize both
model-to-code and code-to-model directions when identifying the impacted set to ensure including
all the prone products, features, deltas, classes, methods or fields. We designed and implemented
our approach in a prototype tool named CIAHelper.
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Chapter 5
CIAHelper Evaluation - CIA Case Studies
To evaluate our approach presented in Chapter 4, we are interested in addressing these research
questions:
RQ4. How well does the approach work in terms of precision and recall?
RQ5. What is the impact of including source code history and which probability annotation works best?
RQ6. How accurate is the approach in scenarios where changes could be initiated from
either the VM or the source code?
In this chapter, we attempt to answer the above mentioned research questions. We organize the
chapter as follows: Section 5.1 discusses the challenges and our proposed solutions for evaluating
CIAHelper; Sections 5.2 discuss the case studies we designed to evaluate CIAHelper; Section 5.3
discusses the case studies designed to evaluate how the approach can improve the support for RTE
by calculating the CIA initiated either from the models or the source code; Section 5.4 discusses
the threats to validity of the case studies.
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5.1

CIA evaluation challenges

Three challenges arose in answering these research questions: (1) a lack of industrial-scale, opensource SPLs written in DOP; and (2) a lack of data as to what the correct change impact sets were;
(3) a lack of comparable approaches. We discuss how we rose to meet these challenges, prior to
discussing the case studies and experiments we performed.

5.1.1

Finding open-source SPLs in DOP

The first challenge is finding open-source SPLs written in DOP. We came across only one SPL,
ElevatorSPL1 . It is an SPL for mimicking the functionalities needed for an elevator such as the
number of people that can be lifted, number of floors, calling mechanism ... etc. It consists of
6 features, 9 deltas, 6 partitions and 16 products. In addition, Martinez et al. [2017] created a comprehensive catalogue of case studies and artifacts related to extractive SPL adoption, i.e., building
SPLs from existing artifacts. Within that catalogue we did not find DOP-based SPLs; however, we
came across multiple ones written in Java. We chose one of these: Drawing Product Line (DPL),
an SPL for drawing lines, rectangles, changing colours, etc., developed by Fischer et al. [2014];
we migrated its codebase from separate single products into a DOP implementation2 consisting of
10 features, 22 deltas, 14 partitions, and 9 products. We also used a vending machine simulator
(VMS)3 , which we have used previously [Hamza et al., 2017], consisting of three different products simulating different functionalities of a vending machine, i.e., accepting coins, dispensing
products, etc. The DOP-based SPL consists of 12 features, 58 deltas, and 11 partitions. The FMs
for the three SPLs are shown in Figure 5.1. They were created by using FeatureIDE4 (an Eclipse
plugin for feature oriented software development including DOP).
The features in ElevatorSPL are: Core, a mandatory feature, which includes the following for
an elevator to function: Elevator, Environment, Floor and Person. Empty is a feature to reset all
1

https://github.com/sebkunze/DeltaJ-examples
https://bitbucket.org/hamzawey/dpl_dop
3
https://bitbucket.org/hamzawey/vms_dop/
4
http://wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/research/featureide/
2
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Figure 5.1: FM for the ElevatorSPL, VMS, and DPL SPLs.
the buttons inside the elevator, i.e. all the riders left the elevator and it is in idle mode. Weight is a
feature that keeps track of the riders’ weights’, sets the maximum, minimum and threshold weights
for the elevator and notify the riders in case of reaching the threshold. ExecutiveFloor, a feature
that specifies if an elevator serves an executive floor or not. In case an executive floor is calling, the
priority will be for that floor. Overloaded feature is to keep the elevator doors opened in case the
weight is more than the maximum weight the elevator can handle. Finally, TwoThirdsFull feature
is to ignore any calls from floors in the same direction the elevator is heading if the weight is more
than the threshold.
The code assets for ElevatorSPL include the following classes: Elevator, Environment, Floor and
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Person. Elevator is the main driver and it contains the logic and functionalities that the elevator needs

to operate. Environment is responsible for setting and getting the number of floors and checking if
a floor is a top floor or not. Person is used for the elevator riders, gets/sets the person’s weight,
destination floor, and tracks if the destination is reached or not.
The features in DPL are: Canvas, an abstract feature (an abstract feature is used to organize the
FM without affecting the implementation [Thum et al., 2011]), which has the two alternatives CanvasFilled and CanvasNotFilled, representing whether the drawing area will be filled with a solid
colour or not. The optional Line and Rectangle features are drawing elements. Drawn rectangles
could be either filled or not, by selecting one of the features RectangleFilled or RectangleNotFilled.
The mandatory Main feature is the main program that contains the canvas, the drawing area, and
the controls. The Color feature is used to allow the user to select different colours for drawing
while the Wipe feature is used to clear all the drawings from the drawing area.
The code assets for DPL include the following classes: Main, Canvas, Component, Line, Rectangle
, Wipe, and Color. The Main class extends JFrame, and it is responsible for initializing the different
components that will appear in the main frame. The Canvas class creates the drawing area to be
used by the products’ users. The Line and Rectangle classes implement their corresponding features to support drawing lines and rectangles. The Color class handles the changes in colours while
drawing and the Wipe class is responsible for resetting the canvas, clearing all the drawings.
The features included in VMS are: the FrontEnd feature which consists of two mandatory
features, Parser and ScriptProcessor. The Parser parses input coins while ScriptProcessor takes
input from a simulated user via a simple scripting language (e.g., for testing purposes). The Deliverable feature is a mandatory feature and consists of the Coins and Pops features. Pops—an
abstract feature—has two alternative features, Pop and PopCan, representing the products that can
be dispensed from a vending machine. The HardwareSimulator feature mimics the hardware functionalities inside a vending machine such as delivery chute, pop can channel, coin rack, etc. The
VendingMachine feature contains two optional features: VendingMachineLogic, which handles the
HardwareSimulator feature, and VendingMachineFactory, which allows a set of scripts to be read
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in, executed, and tested for correctness.
The code assets for VMS are organized into two major packages, frontend and product. The
frontend

package contains a script processor class (ScriptProcessor) that takes input from a sim-

ulated user via a simple scripting language, passing it to the Parser, which parses input coins
(Coin instances), and delivers cans of soda pop (Pop instances). The product package contains
a VendingMachineFactory class and a VendingMachine class. VendingMachineFactory allows a set of
scripts to be read in, executed, and tested for correctness while VendingMachine controls loading/unloading of coins/pops.

5.1.2

Defining the “correct” answers

In a perfect world, it would be possible to know the truly impacted set arising from a set of initial
changes, perhaps by utilizing an exact but expensive computation (i.e., data-flow analysis [Horwitz
et al., 1990; Brabrand et al., 2013]) against which a cheaper approximation, to areas of potential
impact (i.e., our approach), could be compared. However, static CIA is known to be formally undecidable, since it is reducible to static analysis which is itself undecidable [Landi, 1992]. Human
developers are notoriously poor at performing manual CIA, which is why changes can introduce
bugs [Śliwerski et al., 2005] and automated techniques are sought; thus, the use of human developers as “experts”—oracles for the correct answer—is rather suspect.
However, we chose to utilize actual changes gleaned from a version control system (VCS) as a
sufficient approximation to the actual change impact set. The process to identify the actual changes
starts by implementing the changes derived from the initial impact set. After ensuring that the expected results are delivered (using test suite), and committed into the VCS, we manually identified
and analyzed the code files, classes, and methods impacted by the change initiated through checking the commit message and the code differences (utilizing Git’s command git-diff 5 ). In cases
where a developer did not make their changes in complete error, such change sets would be at least
close to the real answer. Other research has utilized such an approach [e.g., Zimmermann et al.,
5

https://git-scm.com/docs/git-diff
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2005].

5.1.3

Finding comparable approaches

A comparative evaluation of our approach is challenging since truly comparable tools are lacking.
We considered existing CIA tools that can analyze code assets. JRipples [Buckner et al., 2005] is
a CIA tool that depends on structural dependency between the classes at the code level; however,
it is not sufficient for our analysis as it can analyze only one product, not a product family. In
addition, it does not understand SPL files nor delta files, and it can be applied only on the generated
products, discarding many of the important aspects in an SPL. ImpactMiner6 is another change
impact analysis tool [Dit et al., 2014], based on extracting the evolutionary co-changes from the
source code history and combining them with either static textual analysis or dynamic execution
tracing. However, it also analyzes only one product, and works only with SVN to get the history
of changes.
To approximate a comparable tool, we designed a three-steps process: (1) generate the source
code for individual products; (2) perform CIA with a single-product tool on each for the same initial
changes, and take the union of the answers; and (3) manually determine the estimated impact on the
SPL file and related delta files. For instance, the SPL VMS, mentioned previously in Section 5.1.1,
has three different products. We generated the three products, and we used the single-product
analysis tool on each product separately to get the impacted sets. By taking the union from the
three runs, we will end up with the impacted set identified in the source code. Finally, we add the
delta files altering (adding/modifying/removing) the code files identified in the union-ed set to the
final impacted set.
We were unable to get ImpactMiner to run at all and we had to utilize an old version of Eclipse
to get JRipples to run, since it has apparently not been maintained since 2010. We thus used Eclipse
version 4.2.2. We used methods/fields as the level of details to include in the impacted set. We
refer to this approach as JRipples* since it requires manipulation (the three-steps process) of the
6

http://www.cs.wm.edu/semeru/ImpactMiner/
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SPL to obtain meaningful results; if it were to have performed well, the simulation would justify
the development of a real tool reifying the approach.

5.2

Case studies

We designed seven case studies on the three SPLs (DPL, VMS, and ElevatorSPL) mentioned earlier
to evaluate our approach. The case studies are composed of adding, modifying, or refactoring of
features/deltas. The Cases 1–3 represent the changes to DPL: Case 1 modifies and refactors the
Canvas class to remove dead code and to enhance the modularity and efficiency of the code; Case 2

modifies and refactors Main to abstract some of the functionalities to other classes; and Case 3 adds
wipe functionality to the SPL that can be utilized by one of the products. Cases 4 and 5 represent
changes to VMS: Case 4 refactors existing code assets/features by renaming Pop to PopCan for
improved clarity; and Case 5 adds the support of the Cents class to be an alternative configuration
to the existing primitive int s. Cases 6 and 7 represent changes to ElevatorSPL: Case 6 changes the
Weight from being int to double; and Case 7 modifies and refactors Person by removing dead code.

Details of these changes are available online.7,8,9
We considered a total of 5 configurations, for each case study, without involving change history: (1) VM only; (2) code only; (3) VM, code (classes); (4) VM, code (methods/fields); or
(5) JRipples*. “VM only” means constructing the graph based on the SPL file alone, by extracting
the features, deltas, products, and the relationships among them. “Code only” reflects the content
of the deltas without getting the relationships from the SPL file, based on delta operations on the
different code artifacts. For “VM, code (classes)”, the construction of the graph was based on
both the SPL file and the class-level operations performed in the deltas, plus the relationships between them. “VM, code (methods/fields)” is similar to “VM, code (classes)” but includes method
definitions, invocations, and fields in the deltas. “JRipples*” corresponds to the explanation in
7

https://bitbucket.org/hamzawey/dpl_dop
https://bitbucket.org/hamzawey/vms_dop/
9
https://bitbucket.org/hamzawey/deltajelevator/
8
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Section 5.1.3.
As a second step, we also considered the effect of adding history on top of the “VM, code
(classes)” configuration, in two additional configurations: (6) VM, code, history (heuristics); or
(7) VM, code, history (occurrences). The two history configurations correspond to the descriptions
in Section 4.2.

5.2.1

Metrics

To allow the results from each configuration to be comparable, we count the number of classes that
are predicted- or actually-impacted; results for method-level configurations are thus lifted to the
class-level. We calculated three measures for each combination of configuration and case relative
to the assumed correct answers (as described in Section 5.1.2). These measures are the traditional
ones from information retrieval (IR), i.e., precision, recall, and F-score. The F-score is also known
as the balanced F-score or F1 score; it is given by Equation 5.1, setting the parameter β to 1,
to measure the harmonic mean of the precision and recall, for the seven cases, by averaging the
reciprocals of both precision and recall, as arithmetic mean can be biased towards higher precision
or recall on the expense of the other.

Fβ = (1 + β 2 ) ·

5.2.2

β2

P recision · Recall
· P recision + Recall

(5.1)

CIA analysis tool

In order to calculate the precision, recall and F-score in our previous study [Hamza et al., 2018], we
used Microsoft Excel to count the number of true positives/negatives, and false positives/negatives.
However, it was challenging, and required massive manual intervention. Therefore, we decided to
automate that part in order to facilitate the calculations of the metrics for the case studies. We
implemented an analysis tool, CIA Analysis, that performs the CIA on each case and displays the
results at the end of the run. The input for the automated tool are: (1) a JSON file, containing the
configuration settings for each case needed; and (2) a set of text files, containing the actual changes
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performed. Below is a snippet from the JSON file:
{
" cases " : [
{
" name " : " case 1 " ,
" i n i t i a l S e t " : [ " org . l s m r . DPL . Canvas " ] ,
" a c t u a l R e s u l t s C l a s s e s P a t h " : " . . \ \ canvas_classes . t x t " ,
" parseMethods " : f a l s e ,
" i n c l u d e G i t " : false ,
" includeFM " : true ,
" i n c l u d e D e l t a s " : true ,
" gitUrl " : " . . \ \ . git " ,
" inputdata " : " . . \ \ input_dpl " ,
" g r a n u l a r i t y " : " class "
}]
}

The JSON file consists of an array of cases. Each case has the following: (1) name to identify the case; (2) initialSet which identifies the initial change set that will be passed to the CIA
approach; (3) actualResultsClassesPath which identifies the path to the text file that contains the
actual results that we are going to compare against to calculate the precision and recall (details to
what is included inside the file will be discussed later); (4) parseMethods, a boolean value used
to either parse the methods or not (for method configuration); (5) includeGit, a boolean to include/exclude source code history; (6) includeFM, a boolean to include/exclude the VM, i.e., the
SPL file; (7) includeDeltas, a boolean to include/exclude delta files; (8) gitUrl, the URL for the
source code files; (9) inputdata, the location of the delta and SPL files; (10) granularity, specifying
the granularity level (either class- or method-/field-level).
For the actual results, mentioned earlier, they are added into a text file where each line represents a node that was actually modified. A sample of that file is presented below for case 1. The
deltas dCanvas and dLineCanvas were affected by applying changes to the class org.lsmr.DPL.Canvas
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. Also the products V0P12, V0P3, V1P3, and V1P4 were impacted by such changes. We do not need
to specify the node type in the file as the name of each node is unique across the constructed graph.
dCanvas
org . l s m r . DPL . Canvas
V0P12
V0P3
V1P3
V1P4
dLineCanvas

The logic used in the analysis starts by loading the JSON file and reads each case from the array
of cases. Based on the configurations in each case, the CIAHelper tool is used to generate the graph
and return the affected set. Then, it compares the results with the ones in the actual text files and
calculates the false positives, false negatives, and true positives, which are used to calculate the
precision, recall, and F-score. For the “method CIA and class granularity” configuration, we use
Java reflections on the final generated Java code to get all the methods inside the classes as being
part of the affected set.

5.2.3

Results

To answer RQ4, we examined the results, presented in Table 5.1; the maxima of the mean, for
each of the three measures, is shown in bold. We also calculated the mean and standard deviation
over the seven cases, for each combination of configuration and measure. The precision for “VM
only” scored the highest (0.85) of all the configurations; however, it has poor recall (0.43) and poor
F-score (0.50), not surprisingly since it cannot take into account low-level dependencies within the
implementation that increase the ripple effect, i.e., it is taking into consideration only the products,
features, deltas, and the relationships among them from the SPL file without including the classes,
methods, or fields implemented in the deltaj files. For “code only”, the precision and recall were the
least (0.21) and (0.42), respectively, resulting in a low F-score (0.25); without leveraging modellevel knowledge, interactions between many artifacts are missed and false positives arise. Also, we
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mean
st. dev.

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

0.85 0.43 0.50 0.21 0.42 0.25 0.42 0.96 0.52 0.31 0.98 0.44 0.74 0.47 0.56
0.26 0.32 0.31 0.17 0.33 0.22 0.33 0.04 0.29 0.21 0.03 0.23 0.35 0.31 0.31

R

1.00 0.63 0.77 0.17 0.05 0.08 0.60 0.95 0.74 0.60 0.95 0.74 1.00 0.84 0.91
1.00 0.88 0.94 0.08 0.06 0.07 1.00 0.94 0.97 0.53 0.94 0.68 1.00 0.94 0.97

P

6
7

F

ElevatorSPL

R

0.50 0.06 0.11 0.53 0.89 0.66 0.27 0.94 0.42 0.20 1.00 0.33 0.82 0.33 0.47
1.00 0.10 0.18 0.12 0.33 0.18 0.15 0.90 0.26 0.10 1.00 0.18 0.88 0.45 0.60

P

4
5

R

VMS

JRipples*

0.44 0.67 0.53 0.08 0.33 0.13 0.17 1.00 0.29 0.14 1.00 0.25 0.17 0.14 0.15
1.00 0.50 0.67 0.35 0.50 0.41 0.54 1.00 0.70 0.45 1.00 0.62 0.33 0.16 0.22
1.00 0.20 0.33 0.15 0.80 0.25 0.14 1.00 0.25 0.16 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.44 0.61

VM, code
(methods/fields)

1
2
3

F

VM, code
(classes)

DPL

P

Code only

Case

Project

VM only

Table 5.1: Precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F) for the 7 cases, relative to the approach used.

focused only on class level (not methods/fields) for “code only” as it scored the lowest in the three
metrics: precision, recall, and F-score, compared to the others. So, we decided to move forward
with the other configurations. For “VM, code (classes)”, the precision was low (0.42) but the recall
was high (0.96), resulting in better F-score (0.52); adding probabilities on the edges here holds
out the hope of improving the precision by limiting the number of prone items in the calculated
impacted set. For “VM, code (methods/fields)”, the recall was maximal (0.98) but the precision
was low (0.32), and thus the F-score was low too (0.44); again, adding probabilities could improve
the precision and thus the F-score. Our explanation for low precision for both “VM, code (classes)”
and “VM, code (methods/fields)” configurations is that the calculated impacted set will include all
the related nodes regardless the actual changes are going to affect them or not. For “JRipples*”, we
see reasonably good precision (0.74) but low recall (0.47), resulting in the highest F-score (0.56),
slightly higher than “VM, code (classes)”; however, it requires manual intervention to applying
model-level knowledge on each product separately and combine the results.
We added the standard deviation to each metric, in Table 5.1, to show how the case studies
spread around the mean. For instance, the configuration “VM, code (methods/fields)” has standard
deviations of (0.21), (0.03), and (0.23) for the precision, recall, and F-score.
Consider Case 2 for a deeper examination of the results of our approach for “VM, code
(classes)” configuration. The rationale behind applying that change was to modify the existing
delta dMain that would improve the code quality and increase the modularity. The initial change
set consists of dMain. The delta dWipe is prone to changes as the wipe functionality is part of
Component class. To identify classes, we used the fully qualified name (such as org.lsmr.DPL.
Component).

Canvas, Line and Rectangle features are also prone to changes as the Main class (cre-

ated by dMain) initializes the controllers for drawing the different shapes. Therefore, the impacted
set will include the following classes: org.lsmr.DPL.FigureTypes, org.lsmr.DPL.Rectangle, org.lsmr.
DPL.Line, org.lsmr.DPL.Main,

and org.lsmr.DPL.Canvas. However, the actual changes were applied

to org.lsmr.DPL.Component, org.lsmr.DPL.Main, and org.lsmr.DPL.Canvas. Also, the deltas that added
or modified those classes will be prone to changes; the identified impacts corresponding to actual
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changes (i.e., true positives) were: dLineRectangleColor, dLineRectangleFilled, dRectangleLineMain, dRectangleMain, and dRectangleColor; the identified impacts not corresponding to actual
changes (i.e., false positives) were: dLine, dRectangle, dCanvas, dFigureTypes, dRectangleFilled,
dLineMain, dRectangleCanvas, dLineCanvas, dRectangleLineCanvas, and dRectangleColorFill.
The products V0P12, V0P1, V0P2, V0P3, V1P2, V1P3, V0P4, V1P4, and V1P5 will also be affected by such a change because the Main feature is a mandatory one in the SPL. The rest of the
cases can be examined in detail in Appendix C.
To answer RQ5, we show the results with history added to the “VM, code (classes)” configuration, in Table 5.2, in terms of the same three measures. We applied it only on the first five cases,
as ElevatorSPL did not have any source code history to leverage. We see improvement for both
history configurations over the base results for “VM, code (classes)” in all three measures. For
“VM, code, history (heuristics)” the F-score increased from 0.38 to 0.53; for “VM, code, history
(occurrences)” the F-score slightly decreased (to 0.37), however, the recall increased from 0.97 to
0.99, while it decreased to 0.46 for “VM, code, history (heuristics)”. The precision for “VM, code,
history (heuristics)” increased from 0.25 to 0.83. These results suggest that actually weighing
the edges for probabilistic propagation (either heuristics or occurrences) are a major benefit. For
Heuristic configuration, we measured 58% and 15% increases in precision, and F-Score, respectively, over non-history configuration. That the heuristic approach performed better in precision
than the propagations based on occurrences seems counter-intuitive until one realizes that there
was little history to analyze; this is the cold-start problem, well known to the mining software
repositories community [Robillard et al., 2010]. We discuss future paths to address this issue in
Section 5.4.
We counted the nodes and edges created for all 6 configurations of CIAHelper (these details
are internal to JRipples* so we do not include it) relative to the three SPLs under study. The results
are shown in Table 5.3. We can see that “VM only” and “code only” have small node counts,
consistent with the fact that they are unable to detect impact on entities outside their specialization.
“VM, code (classes)” unites the properties of “VM only” and “code only” leading to larger counts
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Table 5.2: Metrics for alternative history configurations.

Project

VM, code
(Classes)

Case

VM, code, history
(heuristics)

VM, code, history
(occurrences)

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

DPL

1
2
3

0.17
0.54
0.14

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.29
0.70
0.25

0.50
1.00
1.00

0.83
0.58
0.60

0.62
0.73
0.75

0.21
0.60
0.19

1.00
0.95
1.00

0.35
0.74
0.32

VMS

4
5

0.27
0.15

0.94
0.90

0.42
0.26

0.67
1.00

0.11
0.20

0.19
0.33

0.17
0.10

1.00
1.00

0.29
0.18

0.25 0.97 0.38 0.83 0.46
0.17 0.05 0.19 0.24 0.30

0.53
0.25

0.25 0.99
0.20 0.02

0.37
0.21

mean
st. dev.

but generally less than the sum of the counts for those two configurations, due to the fact that the
VM entities and implementation entities overlap. Moving to the method/field granularity we see
significant increases in both counts, pointing to potential scalability problems. The two history
configurations have the node counts identical to “VM, code (classes)”; the edge counts are also
identical between “VM, code (classes)” and “VM, code, history (heuristics)” but the “VM, code,
history (occurrences)” configuration adds significant numbers of edges (except for ElevatorSPL,
as there was no history detected) due to co-committed files without structural relationships already
represented in the dependency graph; this will tend to lead to larger numbers of false positives
due to the fact that coincidental co-commits will lead to false dependencies being added to the
graph. This problem and its complex yet unsatisfying solutions, including the demand of perfect
separation plus completeness within every commit, have been argued previously in the mining
software repositories community [Zimmermann et al., 2004, 2006; Johnson and Welch, 2013].

5.3

RTE case study

To answer RQ6, we need to evaluate how CIAHelper could support RTE by examining how our
approach will perform when the initial set is either model, deltas or generated code (final products).
Therefore, we used the same case studies mentioned earlier in Section 5.2. However, we used
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Table 5.3: Summary of extracted nodes and edges for the case studies.
VM Code
only only

VM,
VM, code,
VM, code,
VM, code
history
history
(methods/
code
fields)
(occurrences)
(heuristics)
(classes)

Project

Metric

DPL

# nodes
# edges

37
75

35
103

51
178

119
489

51
552

51
178

VMS

# nodes
# edges

73
88

125
304

140
392

565
2052

140
10126

140
392

ElevatorSPL

# nodes
# edges

30
68

14
27

35
95

88
276

35
95

35
95

different configurations, such that: a configuration could either be class-based or method-based, i.e.
calculating the CIA based on class- or method-/field-level, and parsing the code artifacts at classvs. method-/field-level granularities. This resulted in four different categories to compare against
each other: class CIA/granularity, method CIA/granularity, method CIA - class granularity, and
class CIA - method granularity. We compared the results against the same actual results identified
earlier in Section 5.2, i.e., the actual classes/methods/fields that were changed, through performing
Git diffs.
We calculated a total of three measures for each direction (code-to-model and model-to-code)
and combination of configuration and case relative to the actuals; all are traditional measures from
information retrieval (IR): precision, recall, and F-score as mentioned earlier in Section 5.2.1.

5.3.1

Results

Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the results for the precision, recall, and F-score for each of the cases in
both directions code-to-model and model-to-code; the maxima of the mean, for each of the three
measures, is shown in bold. We also calculated the mean and standard deviation over the seven
cases, similar to the previous study, for each combination of configuration and measure. To create
the initial set for the code-to-model direction, we identified the first class, method, or field that was
directly impacted by the initial set in the model-to-code direction.
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Table 5.4: Precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F) for the 7 cases for class configuration, relative
to the approach used.
Class CIA Class Granularity
Model-to-code

Class CIA Method Granularity

Code-to-model

Model-to-code

Code-to-model

Project

Case

DPL

1
2
3

0.17 1.00 0.29 0.17 1.00 0.29
0.54 1.00 0.70 0.54 1.00 0.70
0.14 0.83 0.24 0.14 0.83 0.24

0.09 0.86 0.16 0.09 0.86 0.16
0.28 0.90 0.43 0.26 0.89 0.40
0.07 0.56 0.12 0.07 0.56 0.12

VMS

4
5

0.27 0.94 0.42 0.27 0.94 0.42
0.15 0.90 0.26 0.15 0.90 0.26

0.07 0.67 0.13 0.07 0.67 0.13
0.09 0.62 0.16 0.09 0.71 0.16

ElevatorSPL

6
7

0.67 0.95 0.79 0.67 0.95 0.79
1.00 0.94 0.97 1.00 0.94 0.97

0.28 0.86 0.42 0.27 0.85 0.41
0.68 0.89 0.77 0.68 0.89 0.77

mean
standard deviation

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

P

R

F

0.42 0.96 0.52 0.42 0.96 0.52 0.22 0.77 0.31 0.22 0.78 0.31
0.33 0.04 0.29 0.33 0.04 0.29 0.22 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.13 0.24

Table 5.5: Precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F) for the 7 cases for method configuration,
relative to the approach used.
Method CIA Method Granularity

Method CIA Class Granularity

Model-to-code

Code-to-model

Model-to-code

Code-to-model

P

P

P

P

Project

Case

DPL

1
2
3

0.09 1.00 0.17 0.09 1.00 0.17 0.14 1.00 0.25 0.16 1.00 0.28
0.26 1.00 0.41 0.24 1.00 0.39 0.45 1.00 0.62 0.45 1.00 0.62
0.11 1.00 0.20 0.11 1.00 0.20 0.16 1.00 0.28 0.18 1.00 0.31

VMS

4
5

0.06 1.00 0.11 0.06 1.00 0.11 0.20 1.00 0.33 0.20 1.00 0.33
0.08 0.93 0.15 0.08 0.93 0.15 0.10 1.00 0.18 0.09 1.00 0.17

ElevatorSPL

6
7

0.26 0.86 0.40 0.25 0.85 0.39 0.61 0.95 0.74 0.60 0.95 0.74
0.24 0.89 0.38 0.23 0.89 0.37 0.53 0.94 0.68 0.53 0.94 0.68

mean
standard deviation

R

F

R

F

R

F

R

F

0.16 0.95 0.26 0.15 0.95 0.25 0.31 0.98 0.44 0.32 0.98 0.44
0.09 0.06 0.13 0.08 0.06 0.12 0.21 0.03 0.23 0.20 0.03 0.23
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The “class CIA - class granularity” configuration returned the highest averages for precision
and F-score for both directions, model-to-code and code-to-model. The mean for precision, recall and F-score were (0.42), (0.96), and (0.52) for both directions, respectively. By adding the
methods/fields to the picture, we noticed minor differences in the metrics between both directions.
This is due to the SPL file (VM) does not have direct relations to the methods, hence, slightly
more/less nodes either included/excluded in/from the impacted set. For the “method CIA - class
granularity” configuration, the recall achieved was the highest (0.98) because parsing the methods
and fields returned more nodes that are prone to changes; However, “method CIA - method granularity” configuration returned recall of (0.95) for both directions, but the lowest precision of (0.16
for model-to-code, and 0.15 for code-to-model). Similarly, the last category “class CIA - method
granularity” returned low precision, recall, and F-score of (0.22), (0.77 for model-to-code, and 0.78
for code-to-model), and (0.31), respectively. The latter configurations returned low measurements
because we mark all the methods/fields inside a class to be prone to changes. So to conclude our
analysis, “class CIA - class granularity” returns, in general, higher results than the other categories.
Table 5.6 shows the results with history added to the “class CIA - class granularity” configuration, in terms of the same three measures for both approaches “occurrences” and “heuristics”
discussed earlier in Section 4.2. We averaged both model-to-code and code-to-model to measure
both directional. We focus only on the first five cases as the last two cases do not have history.
We see improvement for history configuration “occurrences” over the base results for “Class CIA
- Class Granularity” in the recall (increase from 0.96 to 1.00); for “heuristics” approach, precision
increased from (0.42 to 0.68). However, the F-score for both history configurations was lower than
“Class CIA - Class Granularity”, (0.24) and (0.46) for “occurrences” and “heuristics”, respectively.

5.4

Threats to validity

As these case studies are on relatively three small SPLs, our conclusions might not generalize.
The lack of directly comparable tools forced us to simulate one, but our simulation may not have
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Table 5.6: Metrics for alternative history configurations.
VM, Code, History VM, Code, History
(occurrences)
(heuristics)
P
R
F
P
R
F

Project

CASE

DPL

1
2
3

0.20
0.57
0.18

1.00
0.98
1.00

0.33
0.72
0.30

0.40
0.93
0.55

0.92
0.74
0.50

0.54
0.80
0.46

VMS

4
5

0.17
0.10

1.00
1.00

0.29
0.18

0.67
0.84

0.11
0.20

0.19
0.32

0.36 0.68 0.49
0.21 0.27 0.35

0.46
0.27

mean
0.24 1.00
standard deviation 0.19 0.01

represented the best use of the approach underlying JRipples. To mitigate this risk, our choice of
quantitative metrics (precision, recall, and F-score) focuses on minimizing the bias towards our
approach.
We have seen that the combination of both VM and code artifacts enhances CIA to arrive at better results, and adding data from the change history could improve the results even more. However,
the case studies we worked on have a limited number of commits (10–15 commits per SPL for DPL
and VMS, and zero commits for ElevatorSPL), leading to results for the non-history configurations
to be relatively weak for precision, and recall, for the occurrences-based, and heuristics-based configurations, respectively. This is referred to as the cold-start problem [Robillard et al., 2010]. The
presence of the heuristics permitted the lack of historical data to be compensated for, which is
a positive aspect, but does not represent a more solid evaluation of the value of version control
history. The only means to overcome this limitation would be to have access to DOP-based SPLs
with more significant histories.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated our proposed approach for CIA in DOP through two case studies on
three different SPLs implemented in DOP.
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In regards to RQ4, the approach works better than JRipples* in configurations combining dependencies from both the variability model and implementation, in terms of recall. In regards to
RQ5, both history configurations showed potential improvement for the three measures, however,
precision and F-score were higher for heuristics-based approach, compared to higher recall for
occurrences-based one. In regards to RQ6, “class CIA - class granularity” achieved the highest
results in terms of precision and F-score, while “method CIA - class granularity” achieved the
highest recall.
We cannot confirm that a specific configuration is a clear winner, however, we think recall
might be more appealing because implementing a change without fully understanding the impact
of applying a change might have severe consequences on the SPL. Therefore, in case an SPL
practitioner/developer wants to increase the granularity, and does not have enough source code
history, then “VM, code (methods/fields)” configuration would be a better approach. However, if
the SPL repository has source code history and want to decrease the granularity, then, “VM, code,
history (occurrences)” configuration would be a better option.
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Chapter 6
CIA Experiment
In this chapter, we empirically attempt to answer the research question:
RQ7. How effective is CIAHelper in helping software developers to perform CIA?
We will go through the experiment design, implementation and results. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses the experiment design; Section 6.2 discusses the tasks given
to the participants; Sections 6.3 presents the set of questionnaires filled out by the participants; Section 6.4 discusses the study procedure; Sections 6.5 and 6.6 discuss the experiment observations
and the results, respectively. Finally, the remaining issues are addressed in Section 6.7.
Appendix B contains details of the materials given to participants. The conducted, formal
experiment was approved by the Conjoint Faculties Research Ethics Board under the ethics ID
REB18-0239, “Change Impact Analysis in Software Engineering”.

6.1

Study design

Our study involved two treatments on different tasks for each participant on the same SPL. The
“manual treatment” involved performing CIA while solely relying on navigating through the code
base manually. The “tool-assisted (semi-manual) treatment” involved performing CIA manually
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but, relying on CIAHelper tool to assist with the identifying of the impacted products/deltas/classes. For both treatments, we provided: (1) the SPL implementation: the SPL file, delta files,
and the generated products; and (2) a detailed description of the nature of the change required. To
reduce the study complexity, we proposed relatively small changes; in addition, we did not ask the
participants to implement the changes.

6.2

Tasks

We identified two change request tasks for the DPL system. Those two tasks are inspired by tasks
explained in Section 5.2, as cases 1 and 3. Task 1 adds wipe functionality, a new feature, to the
SPL that can be utilized by one of the products; Task 2 modifies and refactors the delta dCanvas
to remove assumed to be dead code and to perform a limited code refactoring task to enhance the
modularity and efficiency of the code. The detailed description of the tasks, 1 and 2 given to the
participants, is included in Appendices B.2 and B.3

6.2.1

Task 1

Task 1 asks the participants to perform CIA for adding a new feature named Wipe to the DPL. We
explained the business need for such functionality and its importance in the SPL. It is needed to
clear the screen after drawing rectangles and lines. To reduce the complexity of the change and
make sure that the participants can finish the task within the time limits, we provided the new deltaj
file for this task. The deltaj file will be added to the SPL to satisfy the new feature, and it modifies
two classes, Canvas and Main. For the class Canvas, it adds a new wipe method, which clears the
canvas. For the class Main, it adds a new button for the wipe functionality and registers its listeners.
The complete delta file is shown in Appendix B.2.1.
To identify the artifacts that will be affected by adding the new feature, the participants will
need to check the classes, deltas and/or products that might be directly or indirectly dependent on
such a change. The actual set of affected artifacts by such a change are the classes org.lsmr.DPL.
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Canvas

6.2.2

and org.lsmr.DPL.Main; and the product V0P12.

Task 2

Task 2 asks the participants to perform CIA for a refactoring task that removes three methods
that are assumed to be dead code, i.e., they need to perform CIA to confirm if such methods
are dead code or not. The methods to be removed from the delta dCanvas are mousePressedLine() , mouseDraggedLine(), and mouseReleasedLine().
dLineCanvas

The affected deltas by such a change will be

and dRectangleLineCanvas; and the class org.lsmr.DPL.Canvas in the following prod-

ucts: V0P1, V0P2, V1P2, V0P4, and V1P5.

6.3

Questionnaires

A total of four questionnaires were filled by the participants: pre-study, post-tasks and a post-study
one. We designed the pre-study questionnaire to identify the participants’ software development
experience, familiarity with Java, Eclipse IDE and SPLE. We also asked the participants to share
from their experience if they have implemented change requests in the past, the frequency of such
requests, and if they terminated one after starting it. Other questions were to understand the reasons
for terminating such requests, and how they evaluate the feasibility of applying code changes. The
complete list of questions is included in Appendix B.4.
Post-tasks questionnaires are designed to collect feedback from the participants about their
experience working on the task in terms of difficulty level, reasons that made the task easy/hard
from their perspective, and how the used approach helped/hindered them while performing CIA.
The complete list of questions is included in Appendix B.5.
The participants were asked in the post-study questionnaire to provide their final feedback
about both treatments they experienced. The questionnaire contains eight questions: four are Likert scale questions [Likert, 1932], and four open-ended ones. The Likert scale questions were
asking about the usability of the approach, and its potential use for the tasks completed or similar
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tasks in the future. The scale range consists of “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “neither agree nor
disagree”, “agree”, and “strongly agree”. For the open-ended questions, they were used to collect
the participants’ experiences and thoughts about both treatments. The complete list of questions
for the final questionnaire is included in Appendix B.6.

6.4

Study procedure

Eight participants took part in our experiment, all of whom were industrial developers with professional development experience ranging from 9 to 17 years. The experiment is designed to take
around 2–3 hours, and it has the following modules: (1) a pre-study questionnaire, (2) a training
session, (3) two tasks (each followed by a post-task questionnaire), and (4) a final questionnaire at
the end of the study. We used the Eclipse IDE to run the experiments and the participants recruited
were software developers with a minimum of one year experience in software development in either Java or C#. Each participant completed the experiment individually. As shown in Figure 6.1,
the experiment starts with the pre-study questionnaire to identify the participant’s experience level
and familiarity with change requests, followed by a maximum 45-minute training session, divided
into two parts: (1) introduction to SPLE and DOP, where the participant is trained about the DPL
system, how it works, and what its features are; (2) training session, where the participant is asked
to perform a task to make sure s/he is ready to start the experiment tasks. The detailed description
of the training session is provided in Appendix B.1. After finishing the training session, the participant performs two different change request tasks on the subject system, one time manually and
the other time using CIAHelper. The detailed description for both tasks can be found in Appendices B.2 and B.3. To eliminate learning bias, we divided the participants into four main blocks
as shown in Table 6.1; i.e., a participant either starts with a tool-assisted treatment then move to a
manual one or vice versa. Each task is designed to take around 30- 60 minutes and the participant is
asked to identify the affected classes/deltas and/or products by a given change applied on the DPL
system. We enforced a time limit of one hour on each task/treatment, and we asked the participants
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to think aloud, communicating any entailed difficulties while performing the CIA. After finishing
each task, s/he is asked to fill a post-study questionnaire to get feedback about the method used to
perform CIA. Finally, s/he is asked to fill a final questionnaire to collect their relative impressions
about the two treatments. The complete text for the post-task and post-study questionnaires can be
found in Appendices B.5 and B.6, respectively.

Figure 6.1: Experiment flowchart.
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Table 6.1: Experimental blocks of performing the tasks.
Block #

First

Second

1
2
3
4

Task 1 - Manual
Task 2 - Manual
Task 1 - Tool
Task 2 - Tool

Task 2 - Tool
Task 1 - Tool
Task 2 - Manual
Task 1 - Manual

Table 6.2: Mapping participants to the experimental blocks.

6.5

Experimental block

Participant IDs

1
2
3
4

P1, P7
P2, P6
P3, P5
P4, P8

Observations

The anonymized participants were assigned to the experimental blocks as shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.3: Time spent by participants on each task and the type of treatment.
Participant

First
task

First
Time Second Second
Time Total time
treatment (min.)
task
treatment (min.) (hh:mm)

P1
P7

Task 1
Task 1

manual
manual

41
21

Task 2
Task 2

tool
tool

55
43

2:14
1:40

P2
P6

Task 2
Task 2

manual
manual

13
15

Task 1
Task 1

tool
tool

17
34

0:54
1:21

P3
P5

Task 1
Task 1

tool
tool

27
18

Task 2
Task 2

manual
manual

18
30

1:29
1:34

P4
P8

Task 2
Task 2

tool
tool

10
42

Task 1
Task 1

manual
manual

38
52

1:19
2:34

Table 6.3 shows the task and type of treatment performed, the time taken by each participant to complete the task, and the total time they took to finish the whole experiment. A task is
considered completed by a participant when s/he: (1) identifies from his/her perspective all the
products/deltas/classes that will be affected by the given change; and (2) provides enough details
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on why those artifacts will be affected. On average, participants finished the first task in about 23
minutes, the second task in 35 minutes, and the whole experiment in 1 hour and 38 minutes; no
participant hit the time limit.

6.5.1

Manual treatment

For the manual treatment, and regardless of the task given to the participant, s/he started by manually going through the delta files to identify how the code snippets inside each delta will be affecting
the initial set handed to them, as part of the task description. For task 1, the delta file dWipe, and
for task 2, the delta file dCanvas. Then, the participant moved to the SPL file to link the deltas
to both the features and the products. Then, s/he moved to the generated products, the Java code,
to identify which deltas added/removed/modified which classes within the code, and went through
all the dependencies per product. S/he kept moving back and forth between the deltas, the generated code, and the SPL file repeatedly to identify the prone artifacts. During the experiment, we
observed that some of the participants, such as P1, kept moving between the files back and forth,
and spent about 10–15 minutes randomly browsing the deltas, and the final generated code. P6
was happy with the manual approach more, and said: "yes, this is the way I prefer [estimating
changes]. I trust nothing more than the code, [not] even the documentation".

6.5.2

Tool-assisted treatment

For the tool-assisted treatment, similar to the manual approach, the participant started to check the
delta files identified in the initial set. Then, s/he moved to CIAHelper to identify the affected list by
going through the list and including the affected artifacts and excluding the ones that are not going
to be affected. Once done with the tool, s/he went back to the product line with a more focused
list of where to look for the affected artifacts and finalizing the affected set. S/he went repeatedly
between the SPL file, the deltas, and the generated code to validate the list. During the experiment,
we captured some of their comments while they were performing the tasks. For example, P1 said:
"oh, I’m more confident now with my results after going through the list. The list is somehow
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confirming my results. Even if some of them are not related to my changes, I can see now why
they are marked for being prone to the described change", while P2 said: "[CIAHelper] opened my
eyes on some relations that I would have never found until I would have implemented the change,
and of course it was going to fail. I would be able to detect them only by debugging". P8 was
wondering why one of the deltas, dLineCanvas, in task 2 is in the list until s/he looked closer and
discovered it is going to be affected, saying: "it was not obvious to me", while P5 was not happy
with the tool, and said: "I do not like switching between the tool and the code to verify each file".

6.6
6.6.1

Results
Participants’ profile

In our recruitment process for participants, we were looking for full-time developers who worked
with Java and/or C# for at least one year in developing large object-oriented software systems, i.e.,
with more than 100 classes. The participants should have experience with planning, estimating
and applying software changes. They must have experience with one of the integrated development
environments (IDE), such as: Eclipse, IntelliJ, or Visual Studio, or any similar tool. In the pre-study
questionnaire, we targeted collecting data about the developers’ languages they use, how many
years of experience they have with Java/C# languages, their day-to-day development IDE, how
often they receive a change request and what are their insights about the feasibility of such requests.
All the developers programming experience ranges from 9–17 years. Six of the participants (P2
and P4–P8) indicated that Java is their daily development language and all of the participants use
an IDE when developing software. All of the participants used Eclipse IDE before. The main
development IDEs they are using are Eclipse, Microsoft Visual Studio, and JetBrains IntelliJ. The
main reasons behind terminating a change request as mentioned by the participants are: (1) not
technically feasible; (2) changes in requirements or project scope; and/or (3) high cost of applying
such changes. Participants mentioned that they evaluate the feasibility of a change through better
understanding of the change and its implications on the existing functionalities, and the time and
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cost needed for it to be planned, implemented, and tested. Six of the participants (P1–P6) indicated
that they get a change request monthly on average, while one participant (P7) mentioned that s/he
gets a change request as frequently as daily. For the participants who worked on change requests,
usually the changes target different components of the software system. All the participants have
never used/worked with SPLs before; however, they have heard the term once or twice, except for
one developer (P6) who has never heard about the term.

6.6.2

Manual vs. tool-assisted treatment evaluation

Manual treatment. Participants mentioned that the main difficulties they faced when completing
the tasks are: (1) going through lots of files; (2) understandability of DOP and lack of familiarity
with it; and (3) the struggle they faced trying to figure out the links between the other deltas and
their features to find out which other product might be affected with those changes. However,
the main reasons that made the task easy when using the manual treatment are: (1) code clarity
and organization; and (2) the presence of the SPL file as it links the deltas with the features and
the products. Two of the participants mentioned that the manual approach hindered them when
performing the task, while four participants mentioned that the manual treatment helped them as
this is the way they have been performing CIA; one participant was not definitive if it helped or
hindered. The main reasons they did not like the manual treatment are: (1) it is time consuming;
and (2) it gives room for missing some of the impacted artifacts.
Tool-assisted treatment. Participants mentioned that the main difficulty they faced when completing the tasks is the understandability of DOP. However, the reasons that made the task easier
are: (1) CIAHelper as it gave them guidance where to look for impacted artifacts; and (2) the
presence of the SPL file. Six participants mentioned that the tool-assisted treatment helped them
to complete the task, while one participant mentioned that the tool hindered him. Two of the
participants disliked the high number of false positives.
We asked the participants for each task to write down the set of affected artifacts of the given
change. After finishing each experiment, we compared the set provided by the participants against
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the actual changes that could have been performed on the SPL mentioned earlier in the Subsection 6.2. We compared the precision, recall, and F-score for the manual treatment against the
tool-assisted one as shown in Table 6.4. The three measures for the tool-assisted treatment were
marginally higher than the manual treatment. The average precision was 0.82 for the tool-assisted
treatment compared to 0.79 for the manual treatment. The average for the recall was 0.99 and 0.93
for tool-assisted and manual treatments, respectively. Finally the average for the F-score was 0.89
for the tool-assisted treatment, while it was 0.83 for the manual treatment.
Table 6.4: Precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F) for the tool-assisted treatment vs. manual
treatment.
Tool

Participant

Manual

P

R

F

P

R

F

0.53
0.75
0.75
0.80
1.00
1.00
0.73
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.89
1.00

0.70
0.86
0.86
0.89
1.00
1.00
0.80
1.00

0.27
0.60
0.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.73
1.00

1.00
0.75
0.88
1.00
0.91
1.00
0.89
1.00

0.43
0.67
0.78
1.00
0.95
1.00
0.80
1.00

mean
0.82
standard deviation 0.17

0.99
0.04

0.89 0.79 0.93 0.83
0.11 0.27 0.09 0.20

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

We analyzed the results based on the experimental blocks, identified earlier in Table 6.1, such
that the manual treatment is being conducted first against being conducted second, and vice versa
as shown in Table 6.5. The mean for precision, for the same participants, increased from (0.65)
to (0.75) for the manual treatments being conducted first against the tool-assisted being conducted
second, respectively. Similarly, the recall increased from (0.91) to (0.97), and F-score increased
from (0.72) to (0.84). For the participants who started with their tool-assisted treatment first,
the mean for the precision increased from (0.89) to (0.93). This concludes that there might be a
learning effect, such that the participants who started with the either the manual or tool-assisted
treatments first are performing better in their second tasks. However, the mean for recall and F90

score decreased from (1.00) to (0.95), and from (0.94) to (0.93), respectively, for conducting the
tool-assisted treatment first followed by manual one second. This might indicate that there is no
learning effect, which can be confirmed by a larger data sample.
Table 6.5: Precision (P), recall (R), and F-score (F) for the tool-assisted treatment vs. manual
treatment based on experimental blocks
Participant

Tool Second

P

R

F

P

R

F

P1
P7
P2
P6

0.27
0.73
0.60
1.00

1.00
0.89
0.75
1.00

0.43
0.80
0.67
1.00

0.53
0.73
0.75
1.00

1.00
0.89
1.00
1.00

0.70
0.80
0.86
1.00

mean

0.65

0.91

0.72

0.75

0.97

0.84

Participant

6.6.3

Manual First

Tool First

Manual Second

P3
P5
P4
P8

P
0.75
1.00
0.80
1.00

R
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

F
0.86
1.00
0.89
1.00

P
0.70
1.00
1.00
1.00

R
0.88
0.91
1.00
1.00

F
0.78
0.95
1.00
1.00

mean

0.89

1.00

0.94

0.93

0.95

0.93

Participants’ final preferences

A post-study questionnaire was given to the participants to inquire whether they would prefer one
of the two treatments in performing CIA. The questionnaire also gathered qualitative feedback on
several questions as shown in Table 6.6. Five participants mentioned that the task was easier to
perform with the tool support. Samples of the participants’ answers: “[The task was] easier as it
provided recommendation of affected entities” (P2); “The tool already gave me a heads up on what
might the possible file changes be. I had to just review if the code changes are really required”
(P3). We also expect that precision, recall, and F-score would increase in attempting larger SPLs
and more complex changes in the tool-assisted treatment, especially after it was confirmed by six
participants as mentioned in the second question in Table 6.6.
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Using the tool, I was more likely to succeed in estimating
the changes needed

I feel I could attempt larger changes and modification tasks
using the novel tool support than without it

I would use the novel tool with its existing functionality
again

6.7
6.7.1

P6

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither
Agree or
disagree

Question

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

Table 6.6: Participants’ final feedback on both treatments.

P5
P4
P6

P1
P2
P3
P7
P8

P6

P8

P3
P4
P5
P7

P1
P2

P5
P8

P3
P4
P7

P1
P2

Discussion
Threats to Validity

The internal validity of our study is threatened by several factors. (1) Selection of subjects bias: To
eliminate selection bias, all the participants recruited were software developers with a minimum of
one year experience in Java/C#. Most of the developers have a minimum of nine years of software
development experience. (2) Learning and fatigue effects: Although the tasks are different, a
participant would inevitably be more confident about working with the system after s/he finished
one task. However, since each task deals with different functionalities of the system and to ensure
elimination of any learning bias, participants were divided into four main blocks by shuffling the
tasks among the subjects as mentioned earlier in Table 6.1. Also, we discussed there might be
potential learning effect as shown in Table 6.5, but it was detected only in precision. In addition, we
tracked the time taken by each task, as shown in Table 6.3, and we do not see less time taken by the
participants to finish the second task as both tasks involve manual assessment to a certain degree.
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To eliminate fatigue effects, subjects were instructed to ask for breaks as much as they want.
(3) Experimenter bias: To eliminate the experimenter influence while conducting the experiment,
we designed a script that the experimenter stuck to during the study. (4) Availability of open source
DOP: We discussed earlier in Section 5.1.1, the challenges we faced to find open source DOP. To
mitigate that threat, we used DPL as it is complex enough for the purpose of the experiment.
For the external validity, our study is threatened by the participants might not be a true representation of the population working in SPLE. However, the syntax for DOP is very close to Java,
and the final products are generated in Java as well. Therefore, we were recruiting developers who
worked with Java at least for one year. Another threat was the difficulty for the participants to
shift their mindset from single product development to SPL. We attempted to mitigate that risk by
having a training session on SPLE and DOP, and do not move forward with the rest of the study
until they perform the training task successfully. Another external threat to validity is the type of
tasks given to the participants. When designing the tasks, we designed tasks, from our experience,
that match the change requests that the participants might get while developing industrial software
systems.
There are other threats to validity. (1) Bias in the questionnaire: There is a possibility of
having a threat to the validity of questionnaire’s responses as the participants would like to help
by providing confirming responses. To mitigate such bias, we were focusing in our search for
developers on finding ones whom we did not work with before. Also, during the analysis of the
questionnaires, we did not depend solely on the responses; however, we collected observations
and field notes while conducting the experiments along with the quantitative metrics we discussed
earlier. (2) Generalizability: We cannot claim that we can generalize our findings for every CIA
task performed on SPL. However, the change request tasks designed are not trivial, and the scale
of the DPL was small enough for a participant to be able to understand and perform the CIA tasks
within the limited lab experiment time. If the scope of the changes is bigger or the SPL was more
complicated, the participants could have taken much longer to understand the system and perform
the tasks.
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We tried addressing some of the threats we faced in our experimental trials, and re-run the
experiments again, however, two challenges will likely remain: (1) we could not find SPLE developers working with DOP; and (2) no enough data and open source systems implemented in DOP
that we can utilize.

6.8

Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated our proposed approach for CIA in DOP though a controlled experiment conducted by software developers using CIAHelper against a manual approach.
In regards to RQ7, precision, recall, and F-score improved slightly when performing CIA by
software developers using CIAHelper (3% increase for precision, and 6% increase for recall and Fscore); however, the results were not statistically significant. We discussed the experiment details
and highlighted the threats to validity.
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Chapter 7
Related Work
This thesis addresses the problem of identifying, structuring, and evolving features, from the perspective of either the requirements or the implementation assisted by NLP and CIA techniques. It
is complicated in the following aspects: (1) manual techniques used for identifying and extracting the features from the requirements document and adding them to the SPL are complex and
error-prone; (2) planning and executing feature changes in SPLs might affect all the products in
the product family; and (3) the absence of robust traceability links between the features and the
code artifacts makes it harder to keep the models and code artifacts synchronized.
This chapter outlines the relevant research and how this thesis differs therefrom. Section 7.1
outlines the related research that targets the extraction of features from requirements. Section 7.2
discusses the related research on how variabilities are implemented and managed in SPLs. Section 7.3 discusses the related research about SPL evolution. Finally, Section 7.4 discusses the
related research that propose techniques and methodologies to perform CIA.

7.1

Feature extraction from requirements

In this section, we discuss some of the related work that targets the extraction of features from SRS
documents or product descriptions. In addition, we discuss some of the previous attempts from the
RSSE perspective in providing recommendations of what features are to be included or not, based
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on previously selected ones.
The way that requirements are discovered has evolved over time. As described by Hariri
et al. [2014], requirements are now affected by three main factors. First, the move towards
globally-distributed software development has introduced collaboration barriers between project
stakeholders—such as diversity in languages and cultures, lack of trust, and minimal face-to-face
communications—that negatively affect requirements gathering and understanding. Second, the
increasing popularity of open source projects has helped in having open discussions about the requirements through online forums, which is not the case for traditional requirements gathering
activities. Finally, increased usage of agile approaches means that requirements can be quite fluid,
dynamically changing as the project proceeds. These novel factors have reshaped the nature of
requirements and brought new challenges. However, in SPLE, requirements are documented using natural (textual descriptions), or modelling (data, behavioural, or functional) languages [Pohl
et al., 2005]. According to the study done by Bakar et al. [2015], natural language processing
(NLP) techniques are the most common approaches used to generate FMs from natural language
requirements expressed in either SRS documents or product descriptions, which will be the focus
on this section.
Sree-Kumar et al. [2018] introduced a framework, called FeatureX, to extract features from
SRS documents using NLP techniques. They use three main modules to construct the FM: a
lexical analysis module to extract nouns and entities; a machine learning module to identify the
root feature of the FM based on its frequency; and a feature relationship mining module to identify
and categorize relationships based on heuristics. While Kaindl et al. [2018] proposed a technique to
generate FMs from product specifications using inductive learning, a machine learning technique,
and heuristics, such as grouping features together that contain the word “and” or if a feature exists
in all the product specifications, then it is assumed to be a mandatory feature. Arias et al. [2018]
defined a framework to extract, structure and index features from requirements for SPLs using NLP
and information retrieval techniques. Li et al. [2018] proposed an approach to extract features and
their relationships from natural language requirements by analyzing the semantics of words and
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requirements levels. They use word embedding and probabilistic relevance to obtain word- and
requirement-level similarities, respectively. For word-level similarities, neural networks are used
to identify the similar words in the requirements. For the requirement-level similarities, word
significance and distribution are used. Finally, they construct the FM using a clustering algorithm
and heuristics. Such approaches attempts to overcome some of the challenges we highlighted.
They used either machine learning, information retrieval, or probabilistic relevance techniques to
improve the results.
Bagheri et al. [2012] provide decision support to domain analysts by applying NLP techniques
to domain documents. This process is used to identify features and integrity constraints within the
documents and annotate their features with ontological concepts. It works by detecting the fragments inside a document that match a set of predefined categories, rather than discovering these
categories. Their approach is similar to ours in the extraction of features, however, they depend
on predefined categories tagged manually. Niu and Easterbrook [2008] introduced functional requirement profiles (FRPs) which are used to capture the domain’s action theme and to define a
context for studying system qualities. Their approach was dependent on the identification of the
FRPs in each document by extracting the lexical affinities (LAs) and verb–direct object relations.
They used OpenNLP [OpenNLP] for stemming and part-of-speech tagging. They devised their
variability heuristics during extraction as well. Their approach is different from ours as they focus
on the identification of the system functionalities and their variabilities.
Alves et al. [2008] introduced a framework to extract features from SRS documents based on
latent semantic analysis (LSA) and the vector space model (VSM). LSA is used to find the common
patterns of usage across a large number of documents while VSM is utilized for the representation
of the documents as vectors where each element consists of a word and its frequency. Then, they
used clustering and merging techniques on the features gathered from the different documents to
generate the FM.
Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b] introduced the extraction of the FMs based on stakeholders’ perspectives. For example, a product or project manager might be interested in a different
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perspective than the developers. They focused on functional and structural perspectives in their
work. The approach is based on the semantic and ontological variability analysis (SOVA) method
[Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger, 2014a]. An overview of their approach is shown in Figure 7.1. During
the text parsing phase, they focus on six main parameters to be extracted from the requirements
document: the agent (who performs), the action (what is performed), the object (on what it is
performed), the instrument (how it is performed), the temporal modifier (when it is performed),
and the adverbial modifier (under what conditions this action happened). Then, they calculate the
behavioural similarity and finally construct the feature models.

Figure 7.1: A simplified picture of the SOVA process.
Each of these approaches uses a different perspective to extract the features and construct the
feature model. Our approach is similar to that of Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b] but focuses
more on the extraction of the system functionalities as the building blocks rather than using each
requirement statement as a whole to construct the feature model.
The importance of our proposed perspective is in the identification of the different capabilities
that the system should include, regardless of the location of their descriptions in the functional
requirements section in an SRS document. It also helps in better estimation of the features.
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A different approach was presented by Davril et al. [2013] that targets free and online repositories containing software information. They constructed feature models from publicly available
domain descriptions using a two-phase approach: first by mining the software repositories, then
by constructing the FMs. The software repositories used in their approach are the CNET1 and
Softpedia2 websites. For the construction of FMs, they utilized clustering techniques along with
Stanford NLP for part-of-speech tagging to extract only nouns, verbs, and adjectives. Their approach is the nearest one that can be categorized as an RSSE: they are constructing a FM from a
set of incomplete and informal product descriptions and specifications. Then, they are providing
recommendations on the features that were not selected by the user and explaining the reason behind that selection. While our approach uses NLP techniques as well, the key difference is in the
requirements used. We use SRS documents while Davril et al. use online product descriptions, a
more explicit list of features, hence easier to extract, which reflects the different approaches used
to process the data.

7.2

Implementing variabilities in SPLs

As discussed previously in Chapter 1, SPLE is divided into two main processes, domain engineering (DE) and application engineering (AE). DE is a process of developing artifacts that will be
reused later in the application engineering process [Pohl et al., 2005]. The main activity in the DE
problem space is domain analysis which allows variability modelling based on provided domain
knowledge (including stakeholder requirements, requests, and their views on the final products).
The DE solution space is the actual implementation of the reusable artifacts (which includes their
design, coding, validation, and verification) [Apel et al., 2013]. An overview of the DE process, including its problem and solution spaces, is illustrated in the top part of Figure 7.2. For the problem
space in both DE and AE, our approach FFRE, discussed in Chapter 2, addressed that by extracting the features, their types and the relationships among them from the SRS documents. For the
1
2

http://www.cnet.com/
http://www.softpedia.com/
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solution space, our approaches presented in Chapters 3 and 4, addressed the implications of how
features and their underlying code are going to be implemented and evolve. Three main methods
are widely used within the DE process: domain-specific modelling, feature-oriented approaches,
and ontologies [Leitner et al., 2014]. However, AE uses the previously developed artifacts during
the DE process and deliver a final product to the end users. As shown in Figure 7.2, requirements
analysis is one of the main activities of the problem space of AE. Requirements analysis is responsible for the selection of features to be included in the final product. In the solution space of AE, on
the other hand, those selected features are integrated together during the product derivation activity
[Apel et al., 2013].

Figure 7.2: SPLE process overview as discussed by Apel et al. [2013].
Similar to single products, SPLs can be implemented in numerous ways. We categorized
some of the techniques used to implement variabilities in SPLs into: Composition-based variabil100

ity, Object-orientation and preprocessors, code annotations, code clones, domain specific models
(DSMs), and others.

7.2.1

Composition-based variability

Techniques involving composition-based variability were introduced to solve the variability problems related to code implementations. They target the implementation of each feature as a separate
code component; in order to assemble a product, the selected code components are composed either
during compilation or deployment [Kästner et al., 2008]. We show the feature selection process
in Figure 7.3. The feature code units mapping to the selected features are included in the final
product(s) based on the composition technique used.

Figure 7.3: Flow of operation of composition-based variability techniques.
The most well-known composition techniques are aspect-oriented programming (AOP), featureoriented programming (FOP), and delta-oriented programming (DOP), each described below.
AOP targets crosscutting concerns among the features in order to reduce code scattering, tangling, and replication produced by poorly-separated concerns [Apel et al., 2013]. Commonalities
are implemented in a base structure, while variabilities are implemented in other class-like constructs called aspects. Aspects encapsulate the implementation of the overlapping functionalities
among the concerns in one module. Aspects are then combined with the base structures (classes,
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typically) through the process called weaving which inserts code within the base structures though
not always in a straightforward manner. Lesaint and Papamargaritis [2003] introduce refinementoriented generation language (ReGaL) to program GenVoca product lines, certain models for SPLs
that are based on standardized interfaces among the components. Only the compatible and interchangeable components can be connected together while configuring an application. They manage
the variability at the code level through AOP by levering realms and interfaces. The proposed ReGaL implementation uses two parts, a Java program containing the implementation for the components and a ReGaL program for refinements. They depend on using programming refinements
as aspects to benefit from the separation and modularity. In case of changes being needed to a
specific feature, a refinement will be added and applied without the need to modify the existing
implemented ones. Their approach focuses on the variability at the code level without mentioning
how the features were selected. In addition, they did not mention the usage of models to manage
the variability. Schröder-Preikschat et al. [2007] promote the use of AOP to handle the implementation in embedded operating systems’ SPLs, especially when dealing with the variabilities due to
code tangling and scattering phenomena that arise from cross-cutting concerns.
FOP is an extension to object-oriented programming that aims to modularize software development based on features. It separates the implementation of features in different feature modules
[Rosenmüller et al., 2010]. The feature modules represent the implementation of the corresponding
feature; they contain classes and class refinements. Classes are the base implementations, while
class refinements add fields and methods inside the class or modify existing ones. They use a
refinement chain that adds up to the base implementations and a program can be automatically
generated by selecting the needed features.
DOP is the most recent composition-based technique in SPLE. DOP provides a flexible implementation technique that aims to maximize reuse and minimize coupling between feature implementations as mentioned earlier in Section 1.4. DOP defines core modules and delta modules
(similar to classes and class refinements introduced in FOP). Core modules are valid configurations
of a certain product in the product family, while delta modules are the modifications that can be
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applied on the core modules to provide a different product within the same family. DOP has other
types such as pure DOP [Schaefer and Damiani, 2010; Schaefer et al., 2010], which uses only delta
modules even for the core parts, and parametric DOP [Winkelmann et al., 2016], which uses typed
attributes in the FM to be propagated to the source code. In our work, we based our approach on
pure DOP and refer to it as DOP.
We studied and compared the composition-based techniques together before deciding with
moving forward with DOP for the following reasons: (1) DOP adds more flexibility in adding
deltas to the base classes that could contain instructions for adding, deleting or modifying classes,
fields, or methods. Also, DOP and FOP handle the implementation of optional features differently;
for instance, if two optional features require additional implementation for them to interact, FOP
could either add the extra implementation as separate class refinements or duplicate the code within
both features. DOP solves that issue by adding delta modules that apply changes to both features.
(2) Aspects in AOP encapsulate only changes that need to be made to existing classes. They also
does not encapsulate new classes and packages that a feature introduces.

7.2.2

Object-orientation and preprocessors

Other approaches depend on object-oriented programming (OOP) and/or preprocessors. We grouped
OOP and preprocessors under the same category as some of the related studies were using both in
their approaches.
Depending only on preprocessors, Zhang and Becker [2013] introduce a reverse engineering
approach and framework named RECoVar (reverse engineering configurations and variability) to
manage and simplify the core assets including the code already developed for an SPL. RECoVar
aims to prevent the different artifacts developed in an SPL from erosion, especially during the
evolution of the SPLs. It works by recovering the variability information in the code using reverse
engineering techniques and building traceability links between the core assets and product configurations. The framework consists of two approaches: the first extracts the variability elements from
the #defines of existing product code with their values that are found in the solution space. Then, it
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identifies variation points from the code by parsing #ifdef blocks in the core asset, mapping them
to the variability tree. The second approach is used to extract the variability as well from the VMs
in the problem space in order to ensure that the problem and solution spaces are synchronized and
covering the whole SPL cycle. In their second approach, they use data mining techniques to identify association rules among the features. However, in their research, they are focusing only on the
variability code that uses conditional compilations.
Using both OOP and preprocessors, Nascimento et al. [2008] provide a practical approach for
implementing core assets in the mobile game domain. They support implementing the components
as specified in the structural models rather than depending on textual models due to their vagueness.
Based on the information stored in the structural models, developers implement the components
and any glue code required for the different components to work together. At the source code,
they use conditional compilation tags (#ifdef) or a combination of inheritance and conditional
compilation to manage the variability. In case of components that need specific interfaces to be
integrated into the domain architecture, “glue” code is written for that.
Mixing OOP, preprocessors, and AOP, Ribeiro and Borba [2009] propose a decision model and
a prototype tool to aid developers in choosing the appropriate ways of refactoring variabilities in
SPLs by targeting if-else statements found in test scripts. The test cases they developed the tool
for use if-else statements to manage the variabilities (similar to "#ifdef" and "#elseif"), assuming
that the already developed variabilities are using preprocessors too. For instance, product A could
be tested by the if-statement and product B by the else-statement. They applied their methodology
on the variability test scripts for Motorola mobile phones.
Passos et al. [2013] explored depending on both VMs and preprocessors. They performed a
case study on Linux kernel development to investigate the co-evolution of variability models and
their corresponding artifacts. According to their findings, the most used approach to manage the
variabilities is through the use of annotations at the modelling level. Configuration files (Kconfig)
are used as the variability models where features with compilation macro derivatives are defined.
Then, by using build files, called Makefiles, a map is created to the selected features from the
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Kconfig files to the source code files. Finally, variability in the source code is expressed using
conditional compilation techniques (#ifdef ) in the source code to manage the variabilities. Compilation units are the result of the configuration files that match the selected features. The strengths of
such an approach are how variability models evolve with the artifacts and the dependencies among
them, and how changes applied to the models can be reflected directly into the code. However, the
manual creation and maintenance of the annotations might be error-prone and time consuming and
the changes applied to the code are not reverted back to the models.

7.2.3

Code annotations

Code annotations involve tagging the code packages, classes, methods, and/or snippets with specific labels that refer to a specific feature. Heymans et al. [2012] advocates a pruning based approach for mapping the features to the code. Pruning is achieved by having a complete code-base
with all the system features that need to be supported in an SPL regardless of their types (mandatory, optional, ...). At the code level, they use feature tags to annotate those features and trace the
code fragments back to them. The technique they use is a combination of pruning and annotations. During the DE processes, the features are implemented, tagged and added to the code base.
Programmers use tags to annotate the code that maps to the different features. A code pruning
and compilation process is used to remove the features that are not selected by the AE processes.
By utilizing a feature parser that takes the complete code base together and a list of the needed
features, and returns a program that contains the code that maps to the selected features. Errors
that could happen during the project derivation are handled during the design phase by following
a set of predefined rules. The output from such an approach is generated code for the selected
products and code skeleton for the features that does not have implementation in the code base.
Adopting such an approach does not require a paradigm shift to other code variability management
techniques such as: frameworks, aspects, etc. in order to implement the variabilities nor changes to
a company’s coding standards. Features are gathered in one model and duplication can be spotted
and removed using the Pure::variants tool that forces configuration constraints and is implemented
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in code fragments. In terms of performance, it cannot scale with larger SPLs as it would take too
much time for compilation and pruning. In addition, it will require tags to be annotated manually
during the DE phases by the programmers.

7.2.4

Code clones

Much previous work has considered code clones. Code clones could be beneficial or damaging
[Kapser and Godfrey, 2008; Juergens et al., 2009; Deissenboeck et al., 2010; Koziolek et al., 2013;
Rattan et al., 2013; Roy et al., 2014]. Code clones are typically categorized into four types: identical; similar; statements are removed, added or changed; and semantically similar clones [Schulze
et al., 2010; Roy et al., 2014]. The negative impact that code cloning has on software systems
could hinder the maintenance and program correctness leading to unexpected behaviours. On the
other hand, it could be beneficial as it minimizes instabilities when testing changes applied to a
feature; for instance, cloning the affected components and testing the changes before integrating
them into a software system might decrease the risk of affecting the stability.
An exploratory study by Dubinsky et al. [2013] assesses cloning activities in industrial SPLs
using interviews and questionnaires. According to their results, the most favourable approach for
reusability is code cloning as a method to expand products in SPLE because of their simplicity and
independence between developers. It is a favoured approach because practitioners can use verified
and already tested components while having the independence to make modifications. They define
the major criteria behind the use of cloning in SPLE, either positive or negative, to be: efficiency,
overhead, short-term thinking, and lack of governance. For efficiency, usually it is used to save time
and resources. For overhead, the cloned artifacts require extra effort of maintaining all the cloned
copies. In terms of short-term thinking, the driver is usually the lack of resources to investigate
other alternatives. Finally, for lack of governance, reusability is not always maintained and not
usually measured in organizations.
Schulze et al. [2010] conducted an empirical study of code cloning in FOP in SPLE on ten
different program families. They found that there are considerable numbers of clones introduced
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in FOP, mainly caused by limitations of feature-oriented mechanisms, such as, alternative features
because of their similarity in behaviour and structure. In addition, FOP-SPLs developed from
scratch have the highest number of clones compared to refactored SPLs from legacy software
systems because of depending heavily on alternative features. Fenske et al. [2017] provide an
approach to migrate multiple cloned products to a SPL by using code clone detection techniques
to identify commonalities and extract them into shared artifacts. They use FOP as their variability
mechanism. They do not tackle the impact of applying changes or evolution problems. Takeyama
and Chiba [2012] propose a language supporting feature-oriented programming to handle code
clones in FOP-SPLs by supporting inheritance among the alternative features.
Martinez and Thurimella [2012] use a clone detection technique to spot commonalities and
variabilities among legacy artifacts at the source code level, and architecture re-engineering to
identify coupling types among the components. They introduced the approach: Collaboration and
Source Code Driven Bottom-up (CSCDB). First, they detect all the cloned code among all the
products in a SPL based on a predefined minimum number of cloned lines of code. They are not
interested in code cloned within the same product; therefore, they remove all such occurrences
from the generated report. Then, they apply architecture re-engineering to capture the up-to-date
coupling among the different components and their functionalities inside the source code files. The
output of their approach is the justification matrix, a tabular representation that captures the criteria,
options, and arguments the stakeholders have, and it is used to derive the variability models. They
did not discuss how variability is managed at the code level.

7.2.5

Domain Specific Models (DSMs)

A domain-specific language (DSL) is a programming language that is used to capture and represent the key knowledge for a specific domain. It facilitates the representation of knowledge in a
particular domain as its syntax is tailored specifically for that domain. Domain-specific modelling
(DSM) is used to raise the abstraction level in order to represent the system components based on
the DSL. It is used to capture the building blocks of a certain application for the particular do107

main it is developed for. Rather than specifying the design in UML, DSMs provide an easier way
to capture the design by modelling and generating code based on the selected DSMs [Kelly and
Tolvanen, 2008].
Viana et al. [2015] proposed an approach that generates code from models. They use modelto-text transformations in order to transform F3 models to framework source-code and domainspecific modelling languages (DSMLs) following an extension to FMs called from feature to framework (F3), a domain engineering approach to develop domain specific frameworks. DSMLs were
proposed to support reusability in frameworks. It is divided into 2 steps, domain modelling and
framework construction. The F3 model is constructed in the former step. The F3 model is similar
to FMs with metamodel characteristics to save framework development information. The latter
step, framework construction—which is dependent on F3 patterns, a systematic process for framework development—is used to generate white box frameworks that can be used by the developers
to design and implement the final code artifacts. Framework classes are generated based on the F3
patterns where a class for each feature in the F3 model is generated. The framework code generated
follows OOP principles.
Leitner et al. [2014] and Tolvanen [2017] use DSMs to translate models to code. They use code
generators to provide the source code based on parameterized templates which is what provides
the variability. The generators are implemented using MERL (the MetaEdit+ scripting language)
to translate the models to another model or to source code directly.
Park et al. [2012] generate code directly from the requirements. They designed and implemented a tool named ISMT4SPL (Integrated Software Management Tool for SPLs) which is based
on orthogonal variability model (OVM). OVMs are models that are primarily used to capture variabilities in developed artifacts by capturing the variabilities within the SPL and neglecting the
commonalities. ISMT4SPL allows re-usability and traceability of the artifacts by the software
engineers in the AE processes that were created in the DE ones. Concerning how the code is implemented in the SPL, they use the title specified in the requirements documents as the input to
generate code. The generated code is only the Java source files as skeleton and no other implemen-
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tations are generated.

7.2.6

Others

We grouped the approaches that does not fully fall under any of the above categories.
Dordowsky and Hipp [2009] introduce a bottom-up SPL approach in the aviation domain. They
recommend to use a central asset-base managed by a version control system (VCS) to keep all the
implemented components and to stop using a “clone and own” approach, in which a component
is duplicated within each product’s base and modified as necessary. They label the engineeringrelated data definitions specific to the aviation industry in the engineering databases and map them
to the features in the feature model. As inputs, they use the code assets and the feature model
to extract the variability. For the outputs, they alter the asset repository with the new generated/written code, and the annotations linking features to related code. Variability at the modelling
level is handled through a feature model. When a product is initiated, the hardware and software
platforms, and a set of features to be included, are selected. Code variability is handled through
modularization, code-generation, non-object-oriented adaptation (as the Ada 83 language does not
support OOP), and a VCS. In case of changes to that specific product, the feature model will be
altered, and code will be re-generated or modified. Due to the nature of Ada, boilerplate code is
introduced between the modules.
Ribeiro et al. [2011] use OSGi to implement the core assets for SPLs using service oriented
architecture (SOA). Variability at the modelling level is handled through business process and domain feature models. Such models are used to describe the services’ tasks and their variabilities.
During the implementation, models are implemented by the developers manually and they define
the contract for registering the services using the tag <osgi:service> on the provider side and the
tag <osgi:reference> on the consumer side. For managing the variabilities, they used three mechanisms: binding variants with services, parameters, and encapsulating variants within a service.
When a variation of a service or component is needed, the first mechanism is used where the client
has no information on how the functionality is implemented, and the binding is achieved during
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runtime. The parameters mechanism is used when the client wants to choose a specific variation.
The encapsulation mechanism is used to separate the core services from the changing variation
points.

7.3

SPL evolution

Various studies targeted how SPL evolution is managed. Laguna and Crespo [2013] conducted a
systematic mapping on the methods, techniques, and drivers for SPL evolution, refactoring or reengineering, either from legacy systems or existing ones. The most used approaches in the recent
studies for refactoring are object-oriented programming (OOP) for legacy products and AOP/FOP
for refactoring existing SPLs. Another systematic literature review to evaluate the approaches utilized for evolving SPL was conducted by Marques et al. [2019]. The most addressed artifacts
in SPL evolution are features compared to the other assets, i.e. code, documentation, . . . etc.
Although the systematic processes proposed for supporting SPL evolution, most of them are conducted manually with low level of automation. They also concluded that most of the proposed techniques does not offer tool support. Heider et al. [2010] studied the long-term impact of evolution
on model-based SPLs in terms of model complexity and maintenance needed by using evolution
profiles, e.g., technical refactoring, or addition of new products, to simulate the evolution.
Tanhaei et al. [2016] propose a model-based framework to refactor SPL artifacts. Their focus is
on refactoring feature models by using feature mapping to link the different artifacts to the features.
Both approaches focused only on models and did not go into how the implementation will be
affected by the evolution. Another case study by Tizzei et al. [2011] was concerned more with the
stability of SPLs while applying changes. Their case study included the different approaches (OOP,
AOP, component-based, and an AOP/component hybrid) to measure the effect on the stability of
the product line architecture (PLA). They concluded that the hybrid was the most stable. They
measured change impact analysis (CIA) by the number of added/changed/removed modules and
operations. They also measured modularity through coupling and cohesion; however, their focus
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was on the PLA and its stability without analyzing the implementations.

7.4

Change impact analysis in SPLs

Much work has considered CIA in SPLs, for requirements, architecture, models, or code assets
according to Montalvillo and Díaz [see 2016, for a recent overview]. None considers both models
and code assets as in our approach.
Lity et al. [2016] adopt a delta modelling approach to capture SPL evolution and variability
through delta operations: addition, removal, and modification to define a higher-order delta model;
the higher-order delta model contains the complete changes applied through the delta operations.
They evaluated their approach by implementing a prototype and applying it in a case study on a
system from the automation engineering domain; no measurements are provided. In contrast our
approach considers the products, features, deltas, and the code artifacts that will be affected by a
change in an SPL.
Sampaio et al. [2016] introduce a partial product line refinement approach for safe evolution of
SPLs. They defined eight templates that can assist the development team in the evolution scenarios,
similar to Neves et al. [2015]; changes like adding new products or improving the current product
design without changing the behaviour. Operating at the model level, their approach does not
provide a detailed CIA of applying a change; they do provide which products are guaranteed not to
be affected and which ones may. Sampaio et al. [2016] evaluated their approach by automatically
analyzing and categorizing 79,218 evolution scenarios of the Linux repository to match theirs;
they manually confirmed only 52 of these, not sampling the classification into which the vast
majority of cases fell and thus being unable to detect false positives there. Neves et al. [2015]
evaluated the templates by analyzing parts of the evolution history of five SPLs and identified the
safe modifications that the developers performed.
Ajila [2002] defines a product line evolution model to manage and to calculate the impact of
changes in SPLs. Each product in the SPL is represented as vertical and horizontal traceability
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sets. The vertical set, called the “inter-relationships”, maps the artifacts among different life cycle
phases (analysis, design, and implementation). The horizontal set, called the “intra-relationships”,
shows the relationships among the different components within the same phase. Then, the analysis
for the impact of the changes is done through the identification of dependency relations among
the affected components and of parts that could be affected by such changes. This approach takes
into consideration the pre-defined relationships, but neglects the implied relationships between the
different components that might be affected by a change. In addition, this approach is concerned
only with UML models, assuming that those models are an exact representation of the source code.
No evaluation is provided.
Thum et al. [2009] provide an algorithm to automatically compute the change classification
between two FM versions. However, they focus only on FMs without considering any other artifacts. They evaluated their approach through an experiment where feature models were generated
automatically, and random edits were performed on them. They measured the number of features,
edits, and their types, but this is not comparable to evaluating a detailed CIA.
Heider et al. [2012b] introduced an approach for variability modelling regression testing to inform engineers about the impact of variability model changes on existing products by using regression testing in component-based SPL. Their approach supports impact analyses during variability
modelling by determining the impact of changes on existing products. It analyzes the impact of
changes to variability models on product artifacts. However, it focuses only on variability models, testing only if existing product configurations can be created and determining how products
will change if re-derived after changing the variability model. They evaluated their approach by
replaying the same evolution steps applied on a real-world SPL refactoring project, using a simulation experiment to measure the scalability of their approach. They consider execution time and
qualitative observations.
Díaz et al. [2011] address CIA in product-line architectures (PLA) by analyzing their defined
PLA knowledge (PLAK) metamodel, which provides information about the features, the PLA
itself, and PLA-related knowledge such as the traceability links between the requirements and the
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PLAs. In case a change needs to be applied to the requirements, a traceability-based algorithm is
used to calculate possibly impacted design elements based on the current traceability links available
between the requirements and the PLA. Based on those elements, a rule-based interface engine,
which uses predefined propagation rules, calculates change impact propagation on the rest of the
PLA. No evaluation is mentioned.
Dintzner et al. [2015] provide another approach that evaluates the impact of FM changes on
existing configurations for multi-product lines. In multi-product lines, there could be features
that appear in multiple FMs, and based on the information about the inter-FM relationships, they
calculate the impact of changes. In case a change needs to be applied to one of the features, they
use a regression testing approach to re-instantiate the configurations after applying the changes. In
case of success, the changes can safely be applied. Such approaches do not take into consideration
the underlying codebase and how it is related to the features and the FMs. In addition, it might not
capture all the changes that need to be applied at the code level; hence the planning for applying
code changes will not be accurate. They evaluated their approach on an industrial case study
by implementing a tool that identifies the invalid configurations when a feature changes. They
reviewed the results with domain experts in a qualitative manner.
Michalik and Weyns [2011] focus on the impact of feature changes that could affect multiple
products inside the SPL, called SPL-wide change impact analysis. They neither implement their
full approach nor verify its validity. The only output is a preliminary variability model that can be
used for change impact analysis which shows only the affected features without showing how the
underlying codebase will be affected. Evaluation is mentioned as future work.
Paskevicius et al. [2012] measure the effect of applying a change: its validity and propagation
on FMs in an SPL through a change impact model. The model contains three tasks: change
validity, change propagation, and changeability. Change validity is used by applying the changes
to the FM and checking if those changes could produce valid products or not. To measure the
propagation of a change, they use a component dependency matrix and derive the features that
could be affected. Changeability, which is defined as the distance between an original FM and the
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one with the changes applied, is measured using Jaccard distance based on a derivation of a product
from each FM (the original and the changed one). The approach depends on Prolog grammar, and
its rules to perform the above mentioned three tasks. It focuses on the FMs as the only source of
triggering changes and does not take into consideration codebase triggered changes. In addition, it
neglects the implementation, and no evaluation is mentioned.
Other approaches [e.g., Käßmeyer et al., 2015; Murashkin et al., 2013] propose different approaches for CIA in models; however, they are concerned with quality attributes only for the SPL.
Ribeiro et al. [2014] introduced an Eclipse-based tool for preprocessor-based SPLs to address
the issue of hidden code dependencies during maintenance tasks. Their approach identifies the
set of additional code changes associated with other features that need to be addressed for the
change to be completed. They introduced emerging interfaces, an abstraction of the data-flow
dependencies of a feature, to infer the needed interfaces between the features, and increase the
developers’ awareness of feature dependencies. The focus is only on data-flow analysis which
might not scale properly due to the high expense of data-flow analysis. They conducted a controlled
experiment, comparing code-change effort and introduced errors both with and without emergent
interfaces.
Jiang et al. [2008] present an automated technique to identify code assets that need to change
due to ripple effects. They use data mining and code clone detection techniques. However, it
mines only the source code looking for patterns (mainly copied/pasted code) and focuses only on
identifying related reuse patterns when a code module is modified for defect correction or feature
enhancement. It misses the dependencies in the code structure and the returned results might not
be complete. No evaluation is provided.
Yazdanshenas and Moonen [2012] use static program slicing and model-driven engineering to
calculate the CIA in component-based product families. They build a family dependence graph
(FDG) to model all the components inside a large-scale component-based product family, identifying the impacted set of components by detecting the changeset based on syntactic source code
analysis in two successive revisions of the same component. Their approach focuses on the last
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two consecutive revisions from the source control history and does not take into consideration the
FMs. Their approach is based on another tool CodeSurfer [Anderson, 2008], which operates only
on C/C++ code. They measure accuracy, relative to CodeSurfer, and scalability, scoring “100%”
for each. These numbers are misleading: their tool is actually derived from CodeSurfer and so
the accuracy claim does not consider independent measurements. They were unable to share their
tool, Richter, with us.
Rubin et al. [2012] propose an approach to realize code reuse in an SPL. They introduce the
product-line changeset dependency model, which captures the necessary information required for
managing forked product variants. Their approach extracts and analyzes data contained in the software configuration management repository to provide feature dependency calculations (through
static code analysis). However, they focus only on cloned code and their approach is not implemented. No evaluation is provided.
Walker et al. [2006] present an approach that uses probabilistic impact analysis to estimate
the technical risks of applying changes to source code. They calculate change estimations on
an identified component based on the structured dependency graph and change history for the
project’s source code. The structured dependency graph represents the structure of the program,
while the change history is used to identify the atomic changes applied to the source code and spot
related changes. Those applied changes are annotated as the initial probabilities on the edges of the
corresponding items in the dependency graph. Those probabilities are then used to calculate the
impact of changing that component on the rest of the project using a modified version of Dijkstra’s
algorithm based on priority queues implemented using Fibonacci heaps. Our CIA approach is
inspired by that approach.

7.5

Summary

In this chapter, we described the different approaches, techniques, and tools that have been proposed for extracting features and their relationships from requirements documents and product
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descriptions. We also discussed the previous research that has been proposed for implementing
and maintaining variabilities in SPLs, and the proposed techniques and methodologies to perform
CIA.
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Chapter 8
Discussion
In this thesis, we have introduced two novel approaches (1) extraction of features, their types,
and the relationships among them from requirements documents based on NLP techniques and
heuristics; and (2) performing CIA tasks by extracting the dependencies in both the VM and the
code artifacts through analyzing the semantics of the code artifacts and the VM. We then assessed
each proposed approach through conducting a set of empirical studies. In this chapter, we will
discuss the current limitations of our proposed approaches (see Section 8.1), and we then provide
an overview of the future work (see Section 8.2).

8.1

Approach limitations

We encountered a few limitations to our FFRE approach, as follows.
1. The version of Stanford NLP we used sometimes does not detect the word type correctly. For
example: the verbs in the two sentences (System updates catalog), (Supplier ships ordered
product), and (Customer purchases product) were detected as plural nouns not verbs. We
tried to check that on OpenNLP and CoreNLP and the results were the same. We mitigated
that limitation by manually changing the affected action verbs, in case they existed, to other
verbs that can be detected by Stanford NLP.
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2. If the actor has an adjective before it, the FFRE tool did not manage to detect it well. For
example, registered customer will be another node in the tree although it should be under
customer. This affected the number of extracted nodes, and left that to the tool user to merge
the nodes manually if detected.
3. The approach does not detect synonyms, for example, the verbs “buy” and “purchase” will
be detected as separate features.
4. User interface (UI) requirements are not detected properly in our approach. Most of the
UI requirements we obtained access to are very descriptive and discussing deep details of
how the interface will look, for example, the button sizes, colors, locations, etc. The SRS
documents we used did not have many UI requirements, so we focused only on the system
functionalities.
5. The approach lacks the detection of the sequence of events. For example, the requirement:
After the system verifies the purchase’s payments details, the supplier confirms the purchase.
The system asks for shipment details, is detected as a set of features but dependency relationships cannot be identified. This one is out of scope of our current stage in our approach.
6. The categorization of a feature to be either mandatory or optional is not always accurate
because of Heuristic 3: If there is more than one action for the same actor, the feature will
be optional; otherwise it will be mandatory. This was detected during the evaluation of our
approach.
7. We have not yet considered the presence of nested features. For instance, The system verifies
the purchase’s payments details. The system verifies the credit card information.
We encountered the following limitations for our approach to perform CIA and support for
RTE:
1. Cold-start problem. We used the combination of both VM and code artifacts to enhance
CIA and to arrive at better results; adding data from the change history (10–15 commits)
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improved the results even more. However, for new SPLs or existing ones with limited history,
the results might be relatively weak. This is referred to as the cold-start problem [Robillard
et al., 2010]. The use of the heuristics mitigated the lack of historical data, which is a positive
aspect, but does not represent a more solid evaluation of the value of version control history.
2. High number of false positives. The high number of false positives returned is causing lower
precision due to the fact that coincidental co-commits will lead to false dependencies being
added to the graph. We experimented with different configurations, “VM only”, “code only”,
“VM, code (classes)”, “VM, code (methods/fields)”, “VM, code, history (occurrences)”, and
“VM, code, history (heuristics)”, and granularities, “classes” and “methods/fields”, to identify the impact of a change would have on artifact. We showed improvement by incorporating
source code history as shown in Section 5.3.
3. Applying changes after performing CIA. Applying CIA on initial changes and acting on the
results by figuring out modifications to other artifacts, for instance, applying a change in the
models, and having it automatically propagated to the code and vice versa. This scenario is
not addressed in our approach due to three main reasons: (1) VMs lack the implementation
details as they show only the products, features, deltas, and how they are linked together;
(2) it is not a straightforward task to understand and anticipate the intended changes initiated by the SPL practitioners either at the modelling or code levels without studying and
classifying the changes; and (3) the high number of false positives could lead to practitioners’ dissatisfaction, as it might lead to applying changes that might not be needed, as
researched by Johnson et al. [2013]. Possible solutions for such challenges would be incorporating other detailed documentation/modelling artifacts to the analysis, such as software
design documents or UML, and utilize dynamic impact analysis, by analyzing the system
behaviour at runtime, and machine learning techniques to translate and apply changes.
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8.2

Future work

There are several avenues of future work that we intend to explore. FFRE needs more adjustments from RSSE perspective. As shown in Table 2.1, the current version of FFRE supports only
explicit input, provides no explanation to the user about the way the features are structured, and
does not take the user’s feedback into consideration. By supporting implicit input as well, FFRE
could be more proactive in providing recommendations about the different features that can be included/excluded while the user is writing down or checking the SRS documents. Also, providing
explanations to the user will help in understanding the logic behind the selection of the features in
that specific manner. Moreover, taking feedback into consideration will ensure a synchronization
between the selection of the features and the user’s rationale. Enhancing the heuristics and fine
tuning them for the FFRE approach is required also to solve the current limitations we discussed
in the earlier section.
The approach we followed to evaluate FFRE was mainly focusing on identifying the functionalities that an SPL should have to construct the FM. Future work would explore how to evaluate
the approach in industrial setting, and utilize the feedback and the knowledge gained to enhance
the approach.
For our CIA approach, it can be applied on any SPL as long as it contains a VM and code
artifacts. We chose DOP to leverage our approach as it showed promise as a good candidate for
implementing SPLs as we discussed earlier in Section 7.2. we plan to collect more history for our
case studies by designing and implementing more changes, and enhancing our approach based on
the information extracted from the source code history. In addition, we will migrate more SPLs to
DOP to run more experiments and case studies. We will experiment with including source code
history for methods and fields when constructing the graph.
We examined class-level and method-level granularity, but statement-level granularity is an option too, and a more traditional approach to sound impact analysis would need to consider contextsensitive dataflow (as per Horwitz et al. [1990]). However, such analyses come with severe computational overhead, leading to their impracticality; other work in progress in our lab is considering
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how to eliminate this overhead while mostly maintaining the accuracy of the results. We intend to
leverage that approach as it matures, to determine if it will lead to better results for us.
We designed different configurations to measure CIA, and each one showed specific strengths
with respect to one metric. We will examine how to incorporate them together in order to achieve
higher results for all the metrics. In addition, we will enhance CIAHelper to build the dependency
graph once, rather than building it with every analysis run. In case of new commits added, CIAHelper is triggered to update the graph accordingly. This will result in faster analysis. Also, we
will examine the probabilities of propagation to be based on the node and edge types involved,
such that, a node with a type class added by a node of type delta could have different propagation
probability than another node with type feature and comprised by a node of type product.
We will study how to incorporate other detailed documentation/modelling artifacts to improve
the results, and we will investigate how machine learning techniques could be utilized to understand practitioners’ intentions in applying changes.
We will extend our approach to other SPL implementations such as preprocessors, FOP, AOP,
etc., comparing the results. This will give insights about how our approach can handle different
implementations.
We plan to extend our approach to include unit tests. Each unit test is supposedly targeting a
functionality in the SPL or product family, i.e. a change to one of the code artifacts should result
in failure in its corresponding unit test(s). Therefore, including the unit tests in the construction of
the directed graph would help in performing CIA.

8.3

Summary

We proposed two approaches: (1) extraction of features, their types, and the relationships among
them from requirements documents based on NLP techniques and heuristics to decreases the manual intervention, error-proneness and complexity; and (2) performing CIA approach that assists in
identifying the prone artifacts in an SPL implemented via delta-oriented programming (DOP) by
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identifying dependencies within the SPL for better planning of changes and identifying the effect
of applying a change on the rest of the products, features, and code artifacts. We also enhanced the
CIA and extended it to semi-automatically support RTE. In this chapter, we discussed the limitations of both approaches and the future work that we envision to improve the results. Our future
work on feature extraction entails: (1) taking the SPL practitioner’s feedback into consideration
when extracting the features from the SRS documents; (2) enhancing the heuristics to solve the
limitations of the detection of the sequence of events and Heuristic 3. Our future work for CIA
includes: (1) collecting more version control history to enhance our proposed approach; (2) examining context-sensitive dataflow technique as an alternative approach for CIA; (3) exploring other
ways to improve the probabilities of propagation; (4) exploring how to extend our approach to
other SPL implementations; and (5) extending our approach to include unit tests to improve CIA
results.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
Software product lines promote better management of multiple products sharing commonalities,
and have them developed in shorter time and with higher quality. However, extracting, managing,
and evolving features, from the perspective of either the requirements or the implementation, is
complicated in the following aspects: (1) manual techniques used for identifying and extracting
the features from the requirements document and adding them to the SPL are complex and errorprone; (2) planning and executing feature changes in SPLs might affect all the products in the
product family; and (3) the absence of robust traceability links between the features and the code
artifacts makes it harder to keep the models and code artifacts synchronized.
In this dissertation, we proposed novel approaches to solve the above mentioned problems and
evaluated them using multiple techniques.
To address the identification and extraction of features from the requirements document and
adding them to the FM, we proposed an approach utilizing RSSE. We presented a prototype tool
named FFRE (Feature and Feature Relationship Extraction) that aims to assist in the extraction of
features, their types, and the relationships among them from requirements documents. FFRE is
based on natural language processing (NLP) techniques and heuristics to construct the FMs from
SRS documents for SPL-based systems. In order to evaluate our approach, we implemented FFRE
in Java as a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. We conducted qualitative investigations into its validity.
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We also compared our results with other approaches and tools, answering the research question
RQ1.
We proposed an approach to semi-automatically perform CIA on delta-oriented programming
(DOP), a programming paradigm where product lines are composed of delta modules that can be
applied to inject variability in order to reach different products within the same family. This is
achieved by constructing a directed dependency graph by capturing and modelling the semantics
from the variability model (VM) and the source code artifacts. The VM is used to identify the
implicit relationships between implementation-level artifacts, while syntactic and semantic analysis of the implementation details internal to the deltas are used to determine explicit relationships
between implementation-level artifacts. We evaluated such approaches using multiple case studies
and an experiment. We studied the unanticipated evolution of a software product family using two
approaches: separate products versus DOP. We answered the research question RQ2 by comparing the ease of change within the two versions through a set of quantitative measurements and
qualitative observations. We compared six different configurations of our CIA approach plus one
other based on an existing approach (JRipples [Buckner et al., 2005]) by performing seven case
studies on three different SPLs developed using DOP to answer the research questions RQ3, RQ4,
and RQ5. We evaluated the support of CIAHelper in RTE scenarios by leveraging bi-directional
traceability (model-to-code and code-to-model), and the initial set of changes could either be from
either the model or the code artifacts by answering the research question RQ6. We conducted a
controlled experiment where software developers were given change requests to estimate using
CIAHelper against manual approach answering the research question RQ7.

9.1

Summary of contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are:
1. an approach and prototype tool to assist in the extraction of features, their types, and the relationships among them from requirements documents based on natural language processing
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(NLP) techniques and heuristics.
2. a study comparing the evolution of SPLs in DOP approach versus separate products. We
compared the ease of change within the two versions through a set of quantitative measurements and qualitative observations. We find that both versions have strengths and weaknesses: complexity and incomplete support from DOP tools versus significant duplication
and error-proneness in the separate products.
3. our proposed approach for CIA in SPLE, through considering the VM, source code, and
source code history (as recorded in a version control system like Git). We capture and model
the dependencies by analyzing the semantics of both the VM and code artifacts to construct
a directed dependency graph.
4. the CIAHelper prototype that provides semi-automated support for CIA in DOP to assist in
planning and executing changes to either code artifacts or VM.
5. a study on how the proposed CIA approach can be utilized to support RTE.
6. an experimental study examining the use of CIAHelper in performing CIA in DOP.
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Appendix A
Requirements files for FFRE
This appendix contains the requirements documents presented in Itzik and Reinhartz-Berger [2014b]
and used for the evaluation detailed in Chapter 2.

A.1

File 1

A1 After the system verifies the purchase’s payments details, the supplier confirms the purchase.
The system asks for shipment details.
A2 The system supports paying with credit cards. If a customer pays with a credit card, the
system approves first the payment by contacting the credit card company.
A3 When the system completes recording an order, the supplier can ship the ordered products
to the customer. The system sends the shipping documents via email.
A4 When the system finalizes a software order details, the supplier ships the ordered product
via email. The system sends the shipping documents.
A5 The system supports different shipping options. However, if a customer buys a very small
product, the system supports only air mail shipping.
A6 The system displays the available products. When a registered customer buys a product,
the system updates the inventory.
A7 The system supports paying with gift cards. If a customer pays with a gift card, the system
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supports only land shipping.
A8 A customer can track the purchase status. The system provides details on the product
delivery status.
A9 The system presents the product return page. If the customer returns a product, the system
updates the inventory.
A10 The system presents the product page. When a supplier enters new products, the system
updates the catalog.
A11 The system enables customers writing reviews on products. When a customer reviews a
product, the system sends the product review to the relevant supplier.

A.2

File 2

B1 When a supplier receives new products, he enters the new products to the system. The system
updates the catalog.
B2 When the system presents the available products list, a customer can purchase a product.
The system updates the shopping cart.
B3 The system presents the ordering page. If a customer purchases a product, the system
updates the inventory.
B4 When the system finalizes a software order details, the supplier ships the ordered product
via email. The system updates the product delivery status.
B5 When the system validates purchase details, the supplier confirms the purchase. The system
clears the shopping cart.
B6 The system supports paying with PayPal. If a customer pays with PayPal, the System
verifies the PayPal payment information.
B7 The system provide tracking options. When a customer tracks the product’s order status,
the system presents the shipment details.
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B8 The system can handle product return. If a customer returns a damaged product, the system
sends a negative review on the product to the supplier.
B9 The system allows canceling an order. If a customer cancels an order that has not been
shipped, the system refunds the payment.
B10 The system allows canceling an order. When a customer cancels an order that has been
shipped, the system updates the payment by including the goods return impact.
B11 The system can maintain product reviews. If a registered customer reviews a product, the
system stores the product review, by product category.
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Appendix B
CIA Evaluation Materials
This appendix contains all of the supporting materials for the evaluation detailed in Chapter 6.
The training task asks the participant to add a new product. The detailed steps of the training
task is included in Section B.1
For the CIA tasks, we handed identical description for both the manual and the tool-assisted
tasks. The detailed description is shown in Sections B.2 and B.3.
Three questionnaires were used in this experiment. The pre-study questionnaire is included in
Section B.4. The post-task questionnaire which was answered by the participants after each CIA
task, regardless of the followed treatment, is included in Section B.5 . The final questionnaire is
given in Section B.6.
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B.1

Training task

This repository is for the training purposes about delta-oriented programming for software product
lines.
What is Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE)?
It is an approach that aims to better manage software products that share commonalities. They
typically utilize a combination of models, version control systems, and implementation strategies
to support commonalities and variabilities in software products.
What is Delta-oriented SPL?
It is a paradigm used to implement product lines based on deltas (i.e., changes that can be
applied on top of each other to achieve the desired functionality).
Where to start?
You will need to open the solution in Eclipse IDE. Locate the file DPL_DOP.spl file. The file
consists of the following sections:
1. Features: The set of features that needs to be included in a product
2. Deltas: The set of deltas that match those features
3. Constraints:
4. Partitions: How the features and the deltas are mapped
5. Products: The set of products that can be generated based on the selection of the features
What is DPL?
It is a software product line for drawing lines and rectangles.
What is a Delta file?
A delta file ends with the extension .deltaj. It has the operations: add, remove and modify
that can be applied on a java class or more to add/modify/remove new methods, variables, classes,
enums, imports ... etc.
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IMPORTANT deltas/features being applied to only 1 product will not affect the rest of the products
unless they are selected
What is required?
1. Add another product named V0P2 to the products section:
V0P2 = {Canvas, Line, Main, Rectangle};
2. Save the file. This will trigger a pop-up.
3. Generate the product V0P2 and run it.
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B.2

Task 1

You received a change request to add a new feature named Wipe to the product line, Drawing
Product Line (DPL). The functionality for it is to wipe the screen after drawing rectangles and
lines. You received the DeltaJ code file for that feature and it has been already added to the product
line configuration file. This feature will be added to a new product to the product family that will
have the following setup:
V0P12 = Canvas, Main, Rectangle, Wipe, Color;
For this purpose, you are now tasked to investigate which code files will be affected by such a
change.
Steps:
1. Copy the file dWipe.deltaj from wipe_feature folder into src one
2. Investigate which parts dWipe touches, and what is the impact of adding it. What are other
places affected, why?
3. Generate the project V0P12 and investigate the final code
4. Finalize the list of affected changes.
5. Fill Task 1 Questionnaire.
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B.2.1

Task 1: dWipe.deltaj

d e l t a dWipe {
m o d i f i e s org . l s m r . DPL . Canvas {
adds public void wipe ( ) {
this . rects . clear ( ) ;
this . repaint ( ) ; } }

m o d i f i e s org . l s m r . DPL . Main {
adds p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g wipeText = " Wipe " ;
adds J B u t t o n wipeButton ;
removes i n i t A t o m s ( ) ;
adds public void i n i t A t o m s ( ) {
components = new A r r a y L i s t <Component > ( ) ;
Component component = new Component ( ) ;
component . name = r e c t T e x t ;
component . i t e m = new J B u t t o n ( r e c t T e x t ) ;
component . t y p e = FigureTypes .RECT;

components . add ( component ) ;

component = new Component ( ) ;
component . name = wipeText ;
component . i t e m = new J B u t t o n ( wipeText ) ;
component . t y p e = FigureTypes .NONE;

components . add ( component ) ;

/ / Add t h e names o f t h e c o l o r o p t i o n s here u s i n g V e c t o r ' s add method
c o l o r s . add ( b l a c k ) ;
c o l o r s . add ( red ) ;
c o l o r s . add ( green ) ;
c o l o r s . add ( b l u e ) ;
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c o l o r s B o x = new JComboBox ( c o l o r s ) ;

colorsBox . setSelectedIndex ( 0 ) ;

c o l o r s P a n e l . add ( c o l o r s B o x ) ;
component = new Component ( ) ;
component . i t e m = c o l o r s P a n e l ;
component . t y p e = FigureTypes .NONE;
components . add ( component ) ;

} / / initAtoms

removes i n i t L i s t e n e r s ( ) ;
adds public void i n i t L i s t e n e r s ( ) {
f o r ( Component i t e m : components ) {

i f ( i t e m . i t e m instanceof J B u t t o n ) {
i f ( i t e m . t y p e == FigureTypes .NONE) {
( ( J B u t t o n ) i t e m . i t e m ) . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r (new A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( ) {
public void a c t i o n P e r f o r m e d ( A c t i o n E v e n t e ) {
canvas . wipe ( ) ; } } ) ; }
else {
( ( J B u t t o n ) i t e m . i t e m ) . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r (new A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( ) {
public void a c t i o n P e r f o r m e d ( A c t i o n E v e n t e ) {
canvas . s e l e c t e d F i g u r e ( i t e m . t y p e ) ; } } ) ; } }

else i f ( i t e m . i t e m instanceof JPanel ) {
JPanel panel = ( JPanel ) i t e m . i t e m ;
( ( JComboBox ) panel . getComponent ( 0 ) ) . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r (new A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( ) {
public void a c t i o n P e r f o r m e d ( A c t i o n E v e n t e ) {
i f ( e . getSource ( ) == c o l o r s B o x ) {
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S t r i n g c o l o r S t r i n g = ( ( S t r i n g ) colorsBox . getSelectedItem ( ) ) ;
canvas . s e t C o l o r ( c o l o r S t r i n g ) ;
}}}) ;}}}}}
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B.3

Task 2

You received a change request to refactor a feature named Canvas to the product line, Drawing
Product Line (DPL). As part of your clean-up and refactoring, you found out that there are some
dead code that might not be required anymore. You will need to identify which parts might be
affected by your changes.
The following methods needs to be removed from dCanvas.deltaj:
//

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Manage L i n e

public void mousePressedLine ( MouseEvent e ) {
}

/ * * Updates t h e end p o i n t c o o r d i n a t e s and r e p a i n t s f i g u r e * /
public void mouseDraggedLine ( MouseEvent e ) {
}

/ * * C l e a r s t h e r e f e r e n c e t o t h e new l i n e * /
public void mouseReleasedLine ( MouseEvent e ) {
}

For this purpose, you are now tasked to investigate which code files will be affected by such a
change.
Steps:
1. Go to the delta file dCanvas.deltaj
2. Identify the above lines in dCanvas and investigate which other .deltaj and .java code files
are going to be affected.
a. Hint: On top of each java code file generated, it will list all the deltas affecting a code file.
You might need to go back to those deltas.
3. Generate all the projects and investigate the final code
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4. Finalize the list of affected changes (products, deltas, java code files).
5. Fill Task 2 Questionnaire.
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B.4

Pre-study questionnaire

Participant ID:
Current occupation?
Graduate Student
Industrial Developer
If you are a student, have you ever been employed as a developer in industry?
Yes
No
If yes, for how long?
Years of development experience (note: basic, Pascal et al. do not count)?
Years developing with Java?
How familiar are you with Java?
1. Not familiar, have never used it
2. Have used it once or twice
3. I have used it for a short periods in the past
4. I often use it, or have actively used it in the past
5. It is my everyday development language
Do you regularly use an IDE while developing software?
Yes
No
If yes, which IDE do you primarily use?
Have you ever used the Eclipse IDE?
How familiar are you with Eclipse?
1. Not familiar, have never used it
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2. Have used it once or twice
3. I have used it for a short period in the past
4. I often use it, or have actively used it in the past
5. It is my everyday development environment
Are you familiar with the term Software Product Line (SPL)?
1. Not familiar, have never heard about it
2. Have heard about it once or twice
3. I have used it for a short periods in the past
4. I often use it, or have actively used it in the past
5. It is my everyday development
Have you implemented change requests before?
Yes
No
If yes, for how often?
If yes, was it targeting similar components or different components for each change?

Mention up to three reasons that would stop you from implementing a change request
1.
2.
3.
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Have you ever terminated a change request after starting it?
Yes
No
If yes, what are the reasons?
How do you evaluate the feasibility of applying code changes?

Additional Comments:
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B.5

Post-task questionnaire

Participant ID:
Task:

Approach: Manual / Tool-based

How did you find the task?
1. Difficult
2. Moderately Difficult
3. Okay
4. Moderately Easy
5. Easy
How well do you think you did the task?

Did the task take more time or less than you anticipated at the beginning?
More
Less
What three things (difficulties) made the task hard?
1.
2.
3.
What three things made the task easy?
1.
2.
3.
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Did the approach used, help you or hinder you?

What did you dislike about the used approach?

Do you have any suggestions for improving the used approach?

Do you have any other comments?
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B.6

Post-study questionnaire

Participant ID:
Compare and contrast between the kinds of problems you faced when using the manual approach vs. those faced when using our tool.

Was the task easier or harder to perform with our tool support? Why?

Which approach do you think would be easier to estimate the required changes?

Which approach do you think you were more confident with when estimating the required
changes?
1. Strongly preferred manual approach
2. Somewhat preferred manual approach
3. Neither was better
4. Somewhat preferred the tool support
5. Strongly preferred the tool support
Why?

Using the tool, I was more likely to succeed in estimating the changes needed.
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
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5. Strongly agree
I feel I could attempt larger changes and modification tasks using the novel tool support than
if I were to perform them without it.
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
I would use the novel tool with its existing functionality again.
1. Strongly disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly agree
Do you have any other comments?
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Appendix C
Detailed Case Study Results
In this Appendix, we will go through the detailed results comparing the first five cases (1–5), based
on “VM only”, “Code Only”, “VM and Code”, “VM, Code and History (using Heuristics)” and
“VM, Code and History (using history occurrences)”. The highlighted green items are the true
positives selected by CIAHelper.
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dRectangleLineCanvas
dRectangleColorFill
dRectangleColor

V0P12
V1P4
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas
dCanvasFilled
dCanvasRectangleFilled

dRectangleLineCanvas

dRectangleColorFill

dRectangleColor

dRectangleCanvas

dLineColor

dLineCanvas

dColor

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dCanvasFilled

V1P2

V0P12

V1P5

V0P4

V0P3

V0P2

V0P1

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

dRectangleMain

dWipe

dRectangleColorFill

dLine
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

org.lsmr.DPL.Main

dWipe

dLineCanvas

dWipe

V0P1

V0P2

V0P3

V0P4

dRectangleColor

dRectangleColorFill

dRectangleLineCanvas

dWipe

V0P1

V0P2

V0P3

V0P4

V1P5

V0P12

V0P12
V1P5

V1P2

V1P3

V1P4

dCanvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

V1P2

V1P3

V1P4

dCanvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

V1P3

V1P4

dCanvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

dCanvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

dCanvas

VM and code

Case 1

Code only

VM only

Case

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

History (using history occurrences)” for the first five cases.

Code”, “VM, Code and History (using Heuristics)” and “VM, Code and

Table C.1: Comparison between “VM only”, “Code Only”, “VM and
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Case

VM only

dMain
dLine
dRectangleLineMain
dLineRectangleFilled
dLineRectangleColor
dLineMain

dRectangleLineMain
V0P1
V0P2
V0P3
V0P4

dCanvas

dRectangleColor

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

dFigureTypes

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

dCanvasFilled

dRectangle

dLineRectangleColor

dLineRectangleColor

dCanvasFilled

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dLine

dLineMain

dLineRectangleFilled

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dColor

dRectangleFilled

dLineColor

dMain

dColor

dLineCanvas

dFigureTypes

dColor

dRectangleFilled

dLineCanvas

dLineColor

dMain
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dRectangleLineCanvas

dRectangleLineMain

dLineColor

dRectangleCanvas

dRectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dFigureTypes

dRectangleMain

dRectangleCanvas

dLineRectangleFilled

dRectangleCanvas

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

dLineMain

VM and code

Code only

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)
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dWipe
dRectangleMain

dRectangleLineCanvas
V0P12
org.lsmr.DPL.Main
dLineMain
dLineRectangleColor

dWipe

dRectangleMain

dRectangleLineMain

dRectangleFilled

dRectangleColor

dLineRectangleFilled

dLineRectangleColor

dLineMain

dLineColor

dColor
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

V1P4

V0P4

V1P3

V1P2

V0P3

V0P2

V0P1

V1P5

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

V0P12

dRectangleFilled

dLine
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

dWipe
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

dMain

V0P1

V0P2

V0P3

V1P2

V1P3

V0P4

V1P4

V1P5

V0P12

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dMain

dMain

dMain

V1P3

V1P2

V1P5

VM and code

Case 2

Code only

VM only

Case

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)

dRectangleMain

dWipe

V0P1

V0P2

V0P3

V1P2

V1P3

V0P4

V1P4

V1P5

V0P12

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dMain

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)
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Case

VM only

dMain
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes
dLine
dCanvas
dRectangleCanvas
dFigureTypes

dLineColor
dColor
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle

dRectangleLineMain
dRectangleMain
dCanvas
dCanvasFilled
dCanvasRectangleFilled
dColor
dLineColor
dRectangleCanvas
dFigureTypes
dLineCanvas
dRectangleColorFill
dRectangle
dRectangleColor
V0P1
V0P2
V0P3

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

dRectangleLineCanvas

dRectangleColorFill

dRectangleCanvas

dLineCanvas

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dCanvasFilled

dCanvas

dRectangle

dLine
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

dFigureTypes

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

org.lsmr.DPL.Line

dColor
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle

dLineColor

dLineMain

dLineRectangleColor

dLineRectangleColor
dLineMain

dLineRectangleFilled

dRectangleColor

dRectangleFilled

dLineRectangleFilled

dRectangleColor

dRectangleFilled

dRectangleLineMain

dLineRectangleFilled

org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
dRectangleLineMain

VM and code

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

Code only

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)
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dRectangleColorFill
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas
org.lsmr.DPL.Line
dLine
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component
dMain
dRectangleLineCanvas
V1P5

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

dRectangleMain

dRectangleLineMain

dRectangleFilled

dRectangleColor

dLineRectangleFilled

dLineRectangleColor

dLineMain

dLineColor

V0P12

dMain

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle

dWipe

dWipe

dWipe

V1P5

V1P4

dLineColor

dLineMain

dLineRectangleColor

dLineColor

dLineMain

dLineRectangleColor

dLineRectangleFilled

dMain

dMain
dLineRectangleFilled

dRectangleColor

dRectangleFilled

dRectangleLineMain

dRectangleMain

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

dWipe

dRectangleColor

dRectangleFilled

dRectangleLineMain

dRectangleMain

org.lsmr.DPL.Main
org.lsmr.DPL
.Canvas

dWipe

dRectangleColorFill

V1P3
V0P4

dCanvasFilled

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

V1P2

VM and code

Case 3

Code only

VM only

Case

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)
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Case

VM only

dLineRectangleFilled
dRectangleFilled
dRectangle

dLineCanvas

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dCanvasFilled

dCanvasFilled

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dLineCanvas

dRectangleCanvas

dRectangleCanvas
dFigureTypes
dLineCanvas

dRectangle

dLine

dFigureTypes

dRectangleLineMain

dRectangleColor

dLineColor

dColor

org.lsmr.DPL.Line
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

dCanvasRectangleFilled

org.lsmr.DPL.Line
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

V0P12
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dLineRectangleColor

dRectangleCanvas

dRectangleColorFill

dCanvasFilled

dLineMain

dRectangleColorFill

dRectangleLineCanvas

dCanvas

V0P12

dRectangleLineCanvas

dColor

dCanvas

dRectangleMain

dColor

dCanvas
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

VM and code

Code only

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)

org.lsmr.DPL.Line
org.lsmr.DPL
.FigureTypes

V0P12
org.lsmr.DPL
.Rectangle
org.lsmr.DPL
.Component

dCanvas

dCanvasFilled

dCanvasRectangleFilled

dLineCanvas

dRectangleCanvas

dRectangleColorFill

dRectangleLineCanvas

dColor

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)
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Case 4

Case

Product2

Product3

dPopCan

VM only

dParserTokenManager

dPopCanChannel

dDeliveryChute

dPopCan
org.lsmr.vending.
frontend.hardware.
AbstractPopCanAcceptor
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.DeliveryChute
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanChannel
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanRack
org.lsmr.vending.frontend.
hardware.PopCanRackListener

V1P4

V0P4

V1P3

V1P2

V0P3

V0P2

V0P1

VM and code

dParserTokenManager_P2
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.parser.ParserTokenManager

dPopCanRack

dPopCanRackListener

dVendingMachine_2

dParser_P2

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.PopCan
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

dPopCan

Code only

dPopCanRack

dPopCanRackListener

dVendingMachine_2

dParser_P2

Product2
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

Product3

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.PopCan

dPopCan

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)

dPopCanRack

dPopCanRackListener

dVendingMachine_2

dParser_P2

Product2
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

Product3

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.PopCan

dPopCan

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)
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Case

VM only

dScriptProcessor_P2

Product1

Product3

org.lsmr.vending.frontend.PopCan
dAbstractPopCanAcceptor
dDeliveryChute

dVendingMachineFactory

dParser3

dParser

dScriptProcessor

dVendingMachineFactory

dVendingMachineFactory_P2

org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanChannel
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.DeliveryChute
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.AbstractPopCanAcceptor

dParser3

dVendingMachineFactory

org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.PopCanRackListener
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanRack
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.PopCanChannel
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.DeliveryChute
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.AbstractPopCanAcceptor

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser

dVendingMachine3
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.ScriptProcessor

dParser3

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.PopCanRackListener
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanRack
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.PopCanChannel
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.DeliveryChute
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.AbstractPopCanAcceptor

dAbstractPopCanAcceptor
product
.VendingMachineFactory

dVendingMachineLogic3

org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.PopCanRack

dAbstractPopCanAcceptor
product
.VendingMachineFactory

dDeliveryChute

product.VendingMachineLogic

dAbstractPopCanAcceptor
product
.VendingMachineFactory
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser
org.lsmr.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.hardware
.PopCanRackListener

dParser3

dVendingMachineFactory

dDeliveryChute

dPopCanChannel

dPopCanChannel

VM and code

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

Code only

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)
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Case

VM only

dScriptProcessor_P2
dIVendingMachineFactory_P2

dPopCanRackListener
dVendingMachine_2
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine
dVendingMachineLogic_P2

dParserTokenManager_P2

org.lsmr.vending.frontend.ScriptProcessor

dSelectionButtonListener
dSelectionButton
dLockListener
dLock

dScriptProcessor
dParser
product
.VendingMachineFactory
Product2

dDisplay

dDisplayListener

dEmptyException

dIndicatorLight

dIndicatorLightListener

dSimulationException

dParserTokenManager

dParserTokenManager_P2

dPopCan

dVendingMachine3

dScriptProcessor

dVendingMachineLogic3

dVendingMachine3

dScriptProcessor

dParser_P2
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser

dScriptProcessor_P2

product.VendingMachineLogic
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.ParserTokenManager

dPopCanRack

dVendingMachineLogic_P2

dParser

dPopCanChannel

dVendingMachine3

dParser

VM and code

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

Code only

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)

Table C.1 (continued from previous page)
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Case 5

Case

Product3

dCents

VM only

product
.VendingMachineFactory

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser

dParser3

dVendingMachineFactory_P2

dParser_P2
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine

dVendingMachine3

product.VendingMachineLogic
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine

dScriptProcessor_P2

dVendingMachineLogic3

dCents

VM and code

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.ScriptProcessorl

dCents
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.Cents

Code only

product.VendingMachineLogic
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine

dParser3

dParser3

product.VendingMachineLogic
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.hardware.VendingMachine

dVendingMachine3

dVendingMachineLogic3

Product3

dCents
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.Cents

dCoinRackListener

dCoinReceptacle

dCoinReceptacleListener

dCoinSlot

dCoinSlotListener

dDeliveryChuteListener

dDisabledException

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

dVendingMachine3

dVendingMachineLogic3

Product3

dCents
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.Cents

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)
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Case

VM only

dVendingMachineFactory
Product1
dScriptProcessor_P2

dVendingMachine3
dVendingMachine_2

product
.VendingMachineFactory
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.ScriptProcessorl

dParser

dScriptProcessor

dParser

Product2

Product2

dScriptProcessor
product
.VendingMachineFactory

dParser_P2

dScriptProcessor

dVendingMachineLogic_P2

dParser

dVendingMachine_2

dScriptProcessor_P2

product.VendingMachineLogic

dParser_P2

dParser3

dVendingMachineLogic3

dVendingMachine_2

dVendingMachineLogic_P2
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

dVendingMachineFactory

Product1

dScriptProcessor_P2

Product1

dVendingMachineFactory

Product2

product
.VendingMachineFactory
org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.ScriptProcessorl

dScriptProcessor

dParser

dParser_P2

dVendingMachine_2

dVendingMachineLogic_P2
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.parser.Parser

org.lsmr.vending
.frontend.ScriptProcessorl

dVendingMachineFactory

dVendingMachineLogic_P2
dVendingMachineFactory_P2

Product3
org.lsmr
.vending.frontend
.Cents

VM and code

Code only

VM, code,
and history
(using historical
occurrences)

VM, code, and
history (using
heuristics)
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